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Young Wild West Lost In the Rockies
OR, THE LUCK A GRIZZLY BROUGHT
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West In Virginia
City.
"Quite a town, eh, boys?" said Young Wild
West, the well known boy-hero and champion
deadshot of the West, addressing his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, as they
brought their horses to a halt and took a look
at a hustling town that lay about a mile away.
"She certainly has growed some since we was
up this way last, Wild," the scout answered.
"Don't you think so, Jim?"
"Undoubtedly, Charlie," Dart answered, with a
nod of the head. "But places are bound to grow
here in the West. It does not ake a settlement
long to grow into a town, and then in a very
f ew years the town becomes a city. That is the
way with Virginia City."
Young Wild West had taken a notion to ride up
in the heart of the Rockies and look for something in the way of genuine excitement. It had
become a second nature to him to court danger,
and the more thrillinl!: experiences he met with
the better he liked it.
"Well, boys, I reckon we'll put up at highest
hotel in Virginia City to-night," Young Wild
West said, as he turned and looked down the little
hill they had ascended before coming to a halt.
"I'll call the girls and the two Chinamen, and
then they will know that the right fork of the
trail was the proper one to take if we wanted to
strike civilization tonight."
His partners nodded, · and then the boy called
out loudly:
"Come on, girls. This is the way. There's a big
town right ahead of us, and I reckon you'll have
a chance to enjoy yourselves before retiring tonight."
The boy had scarcely uttered the words when
hoof beats could be heard, and then two girls
~d a young woman appeared riding up the slove.
They were Arietta Murdock, the golden haired
sweetheart of Young Wild West; Anna, the wife
of Cheyenne Charlie; and Eloise Gardner, Jim
Dart's sweetheart. Not far behind them two typical Chinamen, each mounted upon a broncho,
could be seen coming. They were leading a pair
of loaded pack horses behind them, and they

seemed to be as eager as the girls to reach the
summit of the little hill.
"What place is that, Wild?" the young deadshot's sweetheart asked, as she rode · close to the
·
side of our hero.
"Virginia City, I reckon," was the reply. "Quite
·
a place, isn't it?"
"Well, I should say so. How it has grown
since we were here the last time."
"We were just talkin.e: about that, Et. Well,
such places are bound to .e:row, you know. The
greatest part of the whole United States is out
this way, and some time I suppose it will be as
·
thickly settled as it is in the East."
"Not while we're livin', though," Cheyenne
Charlie retorted, with a chuckle. "Blamed if I'd
want to live to see it, anyhow. From what I've
heard a feller in the East ain't got a ghost of a
chance to go out an' take a shot with a rifle.
He's afraid of hittin' some one. What do vou
think of that? Civilization is all right, but I
never want to live to see 'the West put in that
·
.
shape."
"Don't worry, C}larlie," his wife· spoke up,
smilingly. "It will take many yeafs to make the
Rocky Mountain!l anything like the thickly settled part of the East."
"That's all right, gal. I takl!.' it that you're
right. You know a blamed lot more than · I do,
'cause you have been East, an' you have- got an
education, which I ain't. It ain't my fault, though,
'cause I never had no chance. I was jest brought
up in any old fashion, but I'm makin' the best
of it, an' I ain't at all sorry that I'm livin'. But
come on. Old Yaller is goin' to dip his face below
that range putty soon, an' we may as well git
to that hotel Wild was talkin' about as soon as
possible. We kin land there in jest about seven
minutes, goin' slow at that."
"And if we took a notion to go fast we could
get there in about four." Jim Dart spoke up,
with a laugh.
"Yes, I s'pose you could. It ain't more than a
mile, an' it looks to be putty good travelin'. But
we've got to remember that them two nackhorses has been travelin' up-hill putty much the
whole day. That's what I w~ thinkin' of."
"Of course, Charlie," and Dart !!'ave a nor!.
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"Come on, you two heathens," the scout called
"How are you, ladies and gentlemen?" he
out shaking his hand at the Chinamen. "You asked, as h~ tipped his hat and grinned broadly.
oughter be mighty glad that you won't have "Lookin' for accommodations, I suppose."
·
much work to do tonight. We're goin' to stop in
"You have hit the nail exactly on the head. my
a hotel, Wild says. That means that all you have friend," our hero answered. as he siepped toward
got to do is to unload the horses an' put the him. "I reckon you must be the boss of this
stuff under lock an' key somewhere. It wouldn't ranch."
do to leave it layin' around loose, not in a place
"I'm the boss all right. But say,
this ain't
like Virginia City, anyhow. I'll bet there's more n? ranch. This is a first-class hotel.kid,
I made my
thieves than you kin count on your fingers an' pile about six months ago, an' I come here an'
toes in that there town at this very minute. The waited for the chance to buy this place. You, see, last time I was here I got in a row with a couple ! was mighty anxious to go into the hotel busiof 'em, an' one of 'em stopped livin' mighty ness, 'cause I've got a brother in 'Frisco what's
sudden. He fired twice at me, but missed both made a hundred thouasnd in ten years by bein'
times, an' when I let go at him I shot to kill, an' in the hotel business."
·
·
you kin bet your life I done it, too. The mayor of
"I hope you will be as lucky as your brother.
the town told me I'd done one of the best things But how about accommodating us for the night?"
that ever happened. an' he would sartinlv have
"Plenty of room, an' the very finest of everygot me b'ilin' drunk if I'd been fool enough to thin_g-.
Here's two men to take care of vour
drink the liquor he wanted to pay for."
horses. You kin go right in the parlor, an' then
"Me lemember lat, Misler Charlie," one of the I'll come inside an' talk to you."
Chinamen spoke up, smiling- blandly. "You havee
"We'll let the ladies go ·into the parlor, and
vellv biggee timee so be."
we'll l!O and see that our horses are well taken
"You don't remember it at all, Hop. That care of. We think a whole lot of them, you know.
was afore you come with us. Don't go to savin' and always make it a point to look after their
anything like that, 'cause we all know better."
welfare."
·
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie.
Everybody
"I don't blame yer for that," and the man
makee lillee mistakee some timee."
looked at the horses with an admiring eye. "Fine
The other Chinaman remained perfectly silent, beasts, I will say. I wouldn't mind givin' five hunand did not seem to be at all interested in what dred for that sorrel stallion."
was seen or what was being said. But he was
"He isn't for sale, boss."
Wini!' Wah, the cook for the party and unlike
"I s'pose not. Where did you git him ?"
his brother. Hop Wah, he never diverted from
"I came fo possession of him over at Fort
hil, duties, but was content to take it easv when Bridger; about four years ago."
there was nothing in the way of work for him
"Did you pay much for him?"
to do, and let the world go on as it would. Hop
"Not a cent."
was really a great character. and he had been
"Some one give the sorrel to yer, then.:•
with Youn/!' Wild West and his friends so long
"Yes, this man here gave him to me. But I
that he had become a fixture to the party. He am sure he wouldn't have done so if he could
was a very clever ma_g-ician, and a born humorist, have made any use of the stallion himself."
and while he made lots of fun for them in their
"That's funTI'.\'."
idle moments, he sometimes assisted them great"Say, boss." Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, "to
ly when danger was at hand. But more of him make a long story short, I don't mind tellin' you
later on. Having decided that they were going that there wasn't a man to be found what could
to stop at Virginia City for the .night, and that ride that horse when he was a colt four years
they would put up at the best hotel there, our ago. Two men got killed tryin' it, an' another
friends started along the trail and rapidly neared got his leg broke. Then along comes Young Wild
the town.
West, who was in need of a horse a whole lot•
The trail they were now following was a well- just then. He was only a kid of sixteen. but
beaten one, and when they reached the first of when he heard that I was goin' to turn the stalthe houses that lay on the outskirts of the town lion loose 'cause no one could do anything with
they soon found themselves b~ing looked at cu- him he wanted a chance. I give him the chance,
riously by men, women and children. It was _not an' told him if he could ride the horse it was his.
at all strange to see a mounted party come mto He rode him .all right, an' he's his yet, an' I'U
the town, but there was something that was re- bet that you ain't got enough money, or your
ally picturesque about this particular group, and brother in 'Frisco, either, to buy Spitfire now."
that was why they attracted more than ordinary
When the scout mentioned the name of YounA'
attention. Words were exchanged between them Wild West the proprietor of the hotel opened
and thoso who were to be seen on the way, and wide his eyes and stared at the speaker. But not
at length they arrived in about the c~ntral ?art until Charlie finished his little story did he say
of the town. A big hotel stood opposite a htt~e a word. Then he turned to the young deadshot
square, and satisfied that this wo'l!ld about smt and putting out his hand. said:
their requirements they rode up to 1t and brought
"Shake hands, Young Wild West. I've heard
their horses to a halt in a sort of wide alley at enough about yer to believe the story your pard
one end of it. As the young deadshot dismounted jest told is true. Come to think of it, I heard
three men walked leisurely toward him. One of about you havin' a sorrel stallion. Say, you folks .
them was wearing a black silk hat, a white shirt is goin' to git the best rooms in my hotel, an'
and coll:n-, a black necktie and a big diamond you ain't goin' to be charged any more than
stud showing in the bosom of the skirt. He was what everybody else has to pay, either."
dressed fairly well, and seemed to be puttinir on
"That's real kind of you, I'm sure," the boJ'
answered, laughingly.
an air of refinement.
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"I don't know how kind it is, but Pete Mur"You'll talk to me rig·ht now, Young- Wild
T>hY has a way of sayin' jest what he means. West. Do you hear •what I say? I'm Bud Buckley
That's me--Pete Murphy."
an' I am a bad man. I'm--a dead shot, too, an' I've
"All rig-ht, Mr. Murphy. Now, then, . since it killed more men in self-defense than any ten
must be supper time, and we are all prettv hun- others in this here part of the country."
gry, I reckon we'll put away the horses and be
"That's all right. I don't care how many men
ready to sit down as soon as vou can make ready you have killed .. I reckon you are not goinJ? to
for us."
.
kill. me just now. :tf you are, it will have to be
"All rig-ht. Ladies, vou come rig-ht around this after supper. Now you just take your hand off
way. I'm g-oin' to take you into the parlor an' my shoulder, please. I anr going- in to g-et some....,.mtroduce you to my wife. She'll show vou where thing- to eat."
you kin wash up an' git ready for supper."
Bud Buckley, as he called himself, gave vent
The girls followed him around to the front of to an oath.
the hotel, and Wild and his -partners and the
Then he undertook to pull the boy nearer to
two Chinamen went on with the two men who him. But Wild was too quick for him, and easily
had been ordered to take care of their steeds. evading- his g-:rasp he stepped back and struck
It was a very cool stable the horses were taken out straight from the shoulder. The blow landed
to, and waiting- until the Chinl!!Jll.en had locked u-p on the ruffian's chin and sent. him stag-goering·.
their belong-ing-s in a -place that was provided for As quick as a flash Wild .Pulled a revolver and
the purpose, Youne: Wild West and his -partners covering- the stag-gering- man, exclaimed:
went back to the hotel, entering- by the rear · "Now, then, I reckon you'll wait until after I
and finding- a -place where they .could wash them- have had my supper. You stay rig-ht here and
'1.elves. When they had done this they walked I'll be out and we'll finish the conversation. I
through a: big- room to the bar of the hotel and reckon that will be about all for the present."
found the proprietor thecre waitina- for them.
Back went the g-un into the holster and turninll.'
"This wa;;:, e:entlemen," he said, leading- them on his heel Young- Wild West went out into the
to a hall. "The ladies must be waitin' for you by hall, Charlie and Jim and the astonished hotelthis time. My wife has seen to it that a rousin' • keeper followinJ? him.
good supper will be ready for you."
As they were following- the landlord a: roug-h\
lookine,, man, who was reading- some sort of notice uvon the wall of the room, was hea:r;d to CHAPTER r'L-Ifop Wah Creates a Sensation.
exclaim:
"That makes me laugh, boys! Jest to think of
The friends of Bud Buckley, and he seemed to
this here widder · puttin' up a reward- of five have quite a few of them, stood as if petrified
thousand 'dollars fer the return of her husband with astonishment when they saw the young
alive. Why, every one knows tha~ the English- deadshot strike him and then pull a. e:llll lrn him.
man couldn't be found alive after bein' missin' It was not until Wild and partners left the room
for two months nohow."
wfth the landlord of the hotel tha:t they fully reThis interested the young- deadshot not ii: little. covered themselves. Then every on.e began talkHe stepped over to the side of the man who had ing at once, and the man who had caused all the
been talking and perused a placard that was ti:ouble proceeded to let out a string o oaths.
tacked to the wall. It was an offer o:f a reward of while he pranced about the room, brandishing
five thousanq dollars for any one who would find a g-un and threatening to do all sorts of things
and bring to Virg-inia City a man named Robert to the boy the moment he set eyes upon him
Parker, who had been lost while on .a hunt hi again. Finally he cooled down a little and -i;>ermitthe mountains nearly two months before. The ted one of his friends to lead him to the bar.
,bey had just about finished reading- the announce"That kid hit me somewhat of a cracker," he
ment when the roug-h-iooking- man laid a heavy observed, as he.felt of his chin and found a lump
hand upon his shoulder and exclaimed:
already rising-. "His fist shot out like lightnin',
-" Are you interested in this her~ thing-, kid?" an' I couldn't see him,• so I had t9 take it. But
if I'"d knowed he was g-oin' to do anythinll.' like
"I reckon I am," was the cool reply;.
"Ha ha, ha! You would like to J?it hold of that that you kin bet he wouldn't have hit me. There
ain't many men, uniess it's .a rina- prize-fighter,
five thousand dollars, I s'pose."
"Well, I don't know alfout that. But I would what could hit ·me when I was expectin' it. Jest
wait till after he g-its his supper, He said he was
like to find the man for his wife."
"Buckley, that's Young' Wild West you're hungry an' wanted to irit somethin' to eat, an'
talking- to," Pete Murphy, the hotel-keeper 'that he would be back here ag-in. We'll see if he's
got sand enough in him to come. You kin bet
spoke up. "I reckon if he takes a notion to fin
the missin' Englishman, he'll come putty near your life if he does- he'll find Bud Buckley ready
an' willin'."
doin' it.".,-,
.
.
"Therets another boy an' a man, too, with huh,"
"It's Young Wild West, eh? Great catamounts!
He's the kid I've always been wantin' to meet. one of them said, with a shake of the head. "Bud,
I reckon now is my chance. I've said a whole lot I reckon you have soi:,ter got to keep your eyes
of times that when I did J,l'leet him I'd make' him open if you start to do any shootin' when they
J)rove to me that he was the champio;n deadshot come back. It ain't likely that the kid will come
alone. He's g-ot more sense than that."
of the West."
"Excuse me. starnger," our hero said in the
"Don't you undertake to do any shooting- 1n
cool a:nd easy way that had helped make him· here, Buckley."
famous, "I am a little bit hung-ry just now. and as
It was the town marshal who spoke ar ·1 ho
our ,supper is ready I'll talk to you later."
looked as if he meant it, too,
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"You can't scare me, Johnson. I reckon when ain't goin' to have no irinnin', yaller-faced , pigI'm after a man I'm goin' to git him. It don't tailed heathen in here while I'm here."
- make no difference whetber it's in Virginia City
The entrance of the proprietor gave Hop a
or out of it. That kid insulted me, an' he's got to chance to think. It flashed upon him that the best
take his medicine."
way to settle the matter was for him to perform
"All right. I'm not saying anything more. But a mystifying trick or do something to gain the
just look out for yourself. You're prettv_ well sympathy of the men present. Hop was always
known here, and you have got the reputation of prepared for such an emergency, and before
being a bad man. There are a few in the town Buckley had ceased speaking he pulled what
who would be more than pleased if you were seemed to be a big oblong- sausage from under
his coat' and began swinging it over his head.
locked up for a while."
"Lookee out," he cried, as he began dancing"They would, eh? Well, I ain't e:oin' to be about,
going- toward a table at one side of the
locked up so don't think anything like that, Johnroom. "Me gettee velly mad pletty soone. Lookee
son. Y ou'~e the town marshal, all right, an' may outtee!"
be you have got a bjg pull. ' But I sorter reckon
Then he brought the sausage down hard upon
that I have got enough friends in the place to
the table, and the instant it struck there was a
see me through."
report and the room was filled with moke.
The marshal said no more, but it was evident loud
"Hip, hi!" came from the smoke. "Um sausage
by the way he acted that he was determined allee
samee go bang! Whattee mattee! Ifelpee,
to arrest the fellow if he persisted in doing any helpee!"
shooting. As if he had scored a triumph, BuckThis sudden happeninlZ' was quite enough to
ley turned a~in to the bar and poured ~out a make
the inmates of the room hustle to get outdrink. He had just swallowed it when Hop Wah, side. Some
them leaped throul!'h windows and
Young Wild West's clever Chinee, entered the others went of
both the front and rear doorroom by means of the back door. Hop had two ways. Beforethrough
the smoke had cleared awav Young
failings: One was that he was fond of liquor, Wild West and
partners came rushing into
which he called tanglefoot, and the other was the room. This ishis
what Hop expected they would
that he had a mania for gambling, especially to do,
and the moment he realized that they were
play draw poker, or as he cal~ed it "dlaw ~oke~." present
he knew he was safe.
While the Chinese were amte common m Vir"Whattee
Misler Wild?" was the reginia City, Hop attracted no little attention as tort. "What mattee,
have you been up to now?"
he came in and halted in about the center of
"Um Melican man wantee shootee me, Misler
the room. He acted as if he felt he was intrud- Wild."
ing, and !'miling in a sickly sort of way, he bow"Oh! I imagined that much. Where is he now?"
ed and said:
"He
Jun outside velly muchee quickee.
Me
"Velly.nicee day, so be."
makee bigee sausage go bang, and Jen evelyThat. was quite enough to incense several of body
gittee outee.''
them to anger. To have a common Chinese t_ry
The
through the open doorway rapidly
to be polite to them in a barroom where white cleareddraught
the room of the smoke, and the men bemen were in. the habit of congregating was a gan coming
again. The proprietor had gona
little bit too much. The apparent boldness of the into the backinroom
himself, for he was as much
Chinaman, even though he was polite about it, surprised as any one.
As he came into the room
roused them right awav. Probably Bud Buckley again and saw Wild and
his partners standing
resented it more than any one else.
close to the Chinaman he hurried to them and
"Scat!" he called . out angrily, at the same time said:
pnlling his 1('Un.
"What in thunder
it, anyhow? I seen the
-,;Whattee mattee ?" Hop asked innocently, for heathen hit the table was
with a big bologna
he saw the weapon was pointed directly at him. an' then the first thing I knowed theresausag~
was a
"Me allee samee goodee Chinee. Me wantee buy loud report and the blamed room was so full
of
lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
•
smoke you couldn't see a thing. It sorter struck
"Git out of _here. Scat!" thundered the big me that Bud Buckley had throwed a stick pf
ruffian.
dynamite on the floor."
"Me tellee Young Wild West if you no stop"It wasn't dynamite, Mr. Murphy," the younl?'
pee," persisted the heathen, as he backed toward · deadshot answered, in his cool easy way, while
the door.
.
a smile showed about his lips. "This is Hop Wah.
At this juncture Pete Murphy, the proprietor our clever Chinee. I suppose he just played a
of the hotel. came in from the hallway,
.
little trick. Prooably somebody had him in a tight
"What's the matter, Bud?" he asked angrily. pbice and there was no other way for him to
"Let that heathen alone. He belongs to Young get out of it."
Wild West's party, an' I've jest arranged to feed
.T ust then John, the town marshal, ran in and
an' house him for the night. Put that gun away placed himself directly before the youne: deadan' let him alone, I say!"
shot.
"Pete, maybe you think you're runnin' this
"No you don't, Bud," he called out, as he levhotel," sneered the angry fellow, as he lowered elled a revolver toward the door. "I told you
his revolver.
that if you fired a shot in here I'd put you in the
"I'm tryin' to, anyhow," was the reply.
jug. · Now, then, I'll tell you somethine: more.
"Well you may own it, an' ·maybe you have if you don't put that e:un away I'll shoot vou,
paid fo; ft, but I reckon I'm runnin' it jest nov;. and· then there won't be any nel!d of you in a
I told that heathen to git out of here. I don t jug."
care if he's Young Wild West's Chinee or not. I
"Ah!" our hero said, as if he had just thought
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of it, "Bud Buckley wants me, eh? Well, let him
come in, my friend. You seem to be an officer
or something of the sort. Probably you are the
sheriff."
"No, l.'m not the sheriff, but I'm the marshal
of this here town," was tbe reply. "Bud Buckley
has said he was going to shoot you on sight, and
I'm not going to let him do it."
"Much obliged to you, I'm sure. But I reckon
the sneaking coyote won't shoot me. Where is
he?"
"There he is standing in the doorway. But
he don't dare to pull his gun. He's got his hand
on it, too."
Wild had seen the villain standing there, of
course. But he merely asked the question as a
matter of form.
"Can't you wait until I get my supper?" he
said, as he walked boldly to the door and faced
the angry ruffian.
"I thought you had it," Buckley answered, as
if he knew not what else to say.
"You did, eh? Well, I am not in the habit of
eatin,:i:. in such a hurry. We were just goin,:i: to
sit down to the table when we heard the explosion in here. We knew, of course, that our clever
Chinee had caused it, and thinking he might need
our assistance we came here in a hurry. But it's
all right now. We'll go back and get our supper,•
and after that I'}l come and see you. I suppose
you are anxious to get me, because I hit :vou a
little while ago."
As he turned to go away he stopped and looked
around and added:
"Buckley, take my advice and leave that Chinaman alone. He's a dangerous customer. You
have already seen enough of him to know that,
I suppose. But let me tell you, if you happen
to hit him or shoot him something would happen
to you so quickly that you would never know just
what it was."
"Me fixee allee light, Misler Wild," Hop spoke
up, smiling pleasantly, and then out came the
trick parasol he always had with him.
As he raised it and placed it over his head
two or three of the men forgot what had hapl)ened such a short time before and broke into
a laugh. Certainly the Chinaman looked ridiculous as he strutted about . the room with the
paarRol held over his head.
Suddenly he lowered the parasol and then
,. thrusting the end in hi mouth went through
the performance of appearing to swallow it. It
was a time-honored trick of his, but it always
had good results when he showed it where it
had never been witnessed before.
"Me wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot to washee
palasol down, so be," Hop said, as he strutted
over to the bar. "Hully uppee, Misler Bartender.
Me velly muchee dly."
Then he produced the money to pay for the
drink, and was quickly served.
"Lat velly goodee tanglefoot," Hop said, nodding to Buc.k ley as if he thought he was the leading man l)resent.
"Huh!" came the reply. "You're somethin' a
little out of the ordinary run of heathens, I
reckon."
"Lat light. Me ...-elh· smartee . Chinee. Me g.ottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee likee my uncle."

um
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Knowing full well that he would be notified
when his supper was ready, he started right in
to show them something that might prove startling as well as funny. Reaching under his loose
fitting coat he drew forth a big sp.usage that
looked as if it had been a mate to the one that
had exploded. This one was not fitted with a
torpedo and the necessary powder to make a
loud report, however. For it was not a sausage,
but merely a skin stuffed with something- to
make it look like the real thing.
"Hip hi!" he called out, and then began waving it over his head, at the same time starting
toward the table.
"Hold on, there!" the marshlll called out,
warning-ly. "Don't do that ag-ain, my heathen
friend ."
"Lat allee light," Hop answered cheerfully.
"Me no mak~ big-ee bang some more. Me havee
lillee fun, lat allee. Evelybody watchee. Me
showee nicee lillee tlick, so be."
He now walked back to the bar, and placing
the big sausage upon it pointed to it and said:
"Evelybody watchee!"
Then he pulled upon a string- at one end of
it and struck it a sharp blow at the other end.
A squealing sound came to the ears of all instantly, and then out jumped a live ra:t, running
straig-ht for the other end of the bar, where Bud
Buckley happen~d to be ·standing-. The "bad man"
jumped out of the way, and leaping- upon his
shoulders the rat spranl? to the floor and quickly
made its escape outside.
"Lat velly funny," Hop declared, as he pi:cked
up the bil? sausal!.'e which haq partly collapsed
and shook his head. "Me buy um sausal!.'e in um
store two, thlee days af('o. Me no knowee um lat
lere. One sausal!.'e 11.'0 bang-, and um comee outtee
um other one. Me no likee. Me l)ay five dollee
for um sausages."
"A remarkable string, I should say," ventured
the marshal, as he nodded to the crowd of men.
Hop had something- more for them, but at
that moment a servant of th~otel came in and
announced that his supper was ready for him.
"Me comee back pletty soon," he called out.
as he started to leave the room. "Len when
Young Wild West 11:ittee done with um bad Melican man me showee velly nicee· lillee tlick. so be."

CHAPTER

III.-Wild Talks With the Wife of
the Missinl? Englishman.

At the supper table in the dinninl?' room of
the hotel Young Wild West and his friends talked
mainly about the missing- man for which a reward had been offered. An even thoug-h he knew
that a danl!.'erous character was waitin,:i: for him
in another part of the building for the sole purpose of puttlllJ!.' an end ·to him, the young deadshot was not the least disturbed.
"Et," he said to his sweetMart near the conclusion of the meal, "I reckon you had better
make it your business to 11:et acquainted with
Mrs. Parker, the wife of the man who is missing.
She is stoppinl? here in the hotel, and you should
do this easily."
"I'll do it, Wild. I'll talk w the ·proprietor's
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wife in a few minutes, and then it won't be long
before I'll be introduced to the lady."
"All right. You just tell her that we'll undertake the task of finding him dead or alive. Of
course if he was killed he mav be buried or else
the body can never l>e found. But I reckon it will
be worth our while to take a trip over that way
and look for him. We are pretty sure to meet
with more or less adventures, for I am certain
that we will be followed by at least one villain."
"You mean the man who is waitinl?' for vou
in th ebarroom," the .. girl said gravely.
"Yes, I mean him, little girl. I heard him talking about the offer of a reward, and that is what
drew my attention to it. I noticed also that he
seemed to be very sneering a'bout it. This makes
me think that he may know something- about the
missing man."
.
Immediately after leavinl?' the table at the
conclusion o{ the meal Arietta so1.e:ht the mistress of the house. When she told her that she
would like to be introduced to Mrs. Parker- she
was informed that there would be no trouble at
all in doing it. Wild was in no hurry to go back
to the barroom of the hotel. He rather liked the
idea of keepini.t Bud Buckley waiting, for he
knew that he certainly must be a bit nervous.
Arietta was gone about ten minutes, and then
she returned, followed by a comely looking w<rman of thirty-five. There was a sad and worried look on her face, but the.re was nothing
strange about this, since she had been waitiltg
for weeks for tidings of her husband.
Arietta promptly introduced Mrs. Parker to
them all, and then Wild took a seat near her
and siid:
"Don't think that because I am nothing more.
than a boy I will not be able to do something
to help you, Mrs. Parker. I have been very lucky
since I · first set out to make my way in the
world, and I have accomplished many things
that seemed impossible before beginning. I overheard a man talking in the barroom just before
supper, and that9attracted my attention to a
placard which I believed was posted by your
authority. You are offering five thousand dollars
reward for the return of your husband alive."
"Yes, and I'd be willin_g to pay much more.
Somehow I can't l!,'et it out of my head but that
be is alive and unable to come back. I have
dreamed it so many times that I couldn't ~e
made to believe he was dead unless I saw his
silent form before me. I have even dreamed
several times of the spot where he is held a
prisoner."
"ls that so?" and the boy became more interested than ever. "Will you please describe the
spot you saw in your dreams?"
"Yes, I can do that very well, for each time
I dreamed it the sad scene was before me. It
is in what you may c1.ll a narrow canyon, where
a mountain torrent :rushes through and goes
down to a falls. In this canyon at one side there
is a big cave, and it is there my husband is held
a prisoner."
•
"Well, I shall remember that. You know we
are not anxious to obtain the reward put simply
to do a humane act, and at the same time experience something in the way of adventure. You
see, Mrs. Parker, excitement and adventure are
the two thinKS that keep us iroine:. None of us

are satisfied, even to the girls, unless we can
occasionally run into dane:er. The more t h r ~
it is the better it is liked. But we are always
thinkini.t of beine: able to accomplish something
that will help mankind along."
"It is strange to hear one so :vounJ? talk in the
way you do, Mr. West," the lady said looking
at him in surprise.
"You think so, eh ? Well, I am only a boy in
years, I know, but I have _put in a lot of experience, and I suppose I have learned a great
deal while I have been doin.1? it. But let us ,1?et
back to the point we started at. I would like
you to tell me as near as you can where your
husband started for, and whether he went on a
prospecting trip or to hunt bi.I? ,1?ame."
"He went hunting," was the Quick reply. "Mr.
Parker never once thought of 1>rospectin.1? for
gold. He is Quite a wealthy man, you see. I
married him in En.i?land while on a visit to an
aunt. I remained there two years, and shortly
after our marriage we came back to this country.
Mr. Parker was always .a great sportsman, and
he seemed to feel that he could never be satisfied
until he had a thorou.i?h hunt in the wilds of the
ocky Mountains. That is why we came to Virginia City, for the information he received led
him to believe that it would be a good place for
.me to remain at until he returned."
She then went on to relate that Parker had
eng-a/:\'ed the services of two rustworthy men.
and had left Virginia City with a big supply of
Jtrovisions and the necessary eQuipments that
wolld be reQuired for a month's hunt in the
Rockies. One of the p;uides had return.ad only
four days ~o with the sorrowful information
that Parker and the other Jniide .had been lost,
and :,that he had searched in vain for them for
nearly three weeks, and then .1?iTin.1? them up as
dead, had come back to town. She told them that
the name of the .e:uide who had returned was
Chris Metz, and that he bore a very e:ood reputation, and from what she had learned had no
doubt told the whole truth in the matter.
"I recko.n we'll have to find Chris Metz as
soon as wssible," the youne: deadshot said, a!l
he nodded to his partners. "Quite likely he will •
be able to lead us to the spot where he last saw
his two companions."
"I am sure the man is somewhere in town. He
was this morning-, for I saw him and was talking
to him," Mrs. Parker declared.
"That bein' the case, it won't take us very
long to find him," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
"Mrs. Parker," Wild said, after a pause, "in
your conversation with Metz did you ever hear
him refer to a man called Bud Buckley?"
"Oh, yes," was the Quick reply. "He was the
man who came back with Chris Metz."
"Ah! No wonder Buckley feels so sure that
your husband will never be found."
"Does he say that?" the woman a sked tearfully.
Wild knew he had made a mistake in speaking
his thoughts just then. But he Quickly allayed
her fears by declaring- that he believed Buckley
was nothing more than a biJZ.' bluffer, and that
he was talking that side of the Question just
for the sake of arJ?ument.
"Now, you just take it easy Mrs. Parker," he
said nodding- his head in a reassurin2 way, "Yo11
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have dreamed several times that your husband
is still alive, and that he is confined somewhere
in a narrow canyon. I can't say that I have ever
been much of a believer in dreams, but since
you have seen the same thing so many times in
your dreams, there may be somethin_g in it. I
have _got the spot you have described marked well
in my mind, and you can feel sure that if there
is such a place as that anywhere in the Rockies
we will find it. Now, then, if I were you I would
just be calm and live in hope. It may take us two
or three weeks to report to you, but we'll come
back whether we succeed or not."
"Thank you, thank you!" the woman exclaimed,
fervently. "I can begin to see now that in spite
of your a_ge you know far more than the majority
of those I have talked with."
"Thank you for sayin_g that. It may be flattery or you may mean it. Anyhow, it makes no
difference. But one question more, Mrs. Parker."
"Ask it, Mr. West."
"Do you know whether your husband had much
money with him when he left to _go on this hunting trip?"
"Yes, I know he had a large sum. He took
it with him a_gainst my wishes. But he declared
that it would be perfectly safe to take the money,
and that he mig-ht need it before he returned. I
am Quite certain that he had over six thousand
dollars with him."
"All ri_ght. That is all I want to know just
now. I'll have a11other talk with you before we
set out to search for your husband."
"When do you thi:rak you will _go?" she asked,
eagerly.
"The first thing to-morrow morning-. Can you
be up a little early?"
-<'Oh, yes, I'll remain up all ni_ght, if it is
necessary."
"Don't think of doing that. We'll leave at
seven o'clock. Suppose you make it convenient
for us to see you at a Quarter to seven."
"I'll be rig-ht in this room waiting for you at
that time."
"Very well. Now, then, since I have got a little
· business of importance in another part of the
house, I reckon you will have to excuse me. Maybe if you feel like stayin_g here a while the _girls
will be able to entertain you. They are Wild
West _girls, of course, but they know a few thin_gs,
- too.''
"I have already taken a _great liking to them,"
was the reply. "You are excused, Mr. West.
Don't put yourself out any further. I feel very
thankful to you for what you have said to me.
It has lifted the load from m y heart a little, and
I am _going to keep on hoping that my husband
will come back alive."
,"That's the way to do it!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "You kin bet your life that your husband will come back all ri_ght. When Youn_g Wild
West undertakes to do a thin_g he always does it.
lle's the champion deadshot of the West, an:
he never _gits excited no matter what happens.
He kin lick ·any ten men what ever wore boots,
too, an' if it happens that your man is bein' held
a prisoner by an outlaw _gang there won't be
many of 'em left livin' when we .e:it through with
'em," then the scout started to le11-ve the room.
Jim followed him. and then Wild nodded to the
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lady and said: "We will return presently. As I
said a little while a_go, I have some business in
another part of the house. Don't be alarmed if
you hear a shot or two fired.''

CHAPTER IV.-Wild Scores a Great Triumph.
After waitin_g- for an hour the bad man began
to _g-row impatient. He had been sittin_g at a table
from which he could see every door that opened
into the room. But he now arose to his feet and
sauntered leisurely to the bar.
"Johnson," he said, turnin_g to the marshal who
was standin_g close to the front door, "come an'
have a drink. I s'pose me an' you is _g-oin' to fall
out to-nig-ht for _g-ood, so we mi_ght as well drink
now.''
"I don't want anythin_g to .drink, Bud," was
the reply, in a nervous tone of voice. "I've
told you what I intend to do, and I am _g-oing to
stick to it if I die with my boots on.''
"I don't want to shoot you, Johnsoll," Buckley
retorted, with a shake of the head. "You know
me putty well, so it ain't s'posin' that you would
think I'd let a kid hit me with his fist an' then not
do anythin_g- to _git square."
"If you want to _get square with him why don't
you wait till he leaves town? You can follow him
and meet him somewhere else." "Oh, I can't :wait as lon_g as that. He told me
he would come back here after he had his supper an' we would talk it over. I'm willin' to
talk it over with him, but it's either _goin' to be
me or him what _g-oes down. I don't care if he
ain't nothin' more than a boy, an' I'm a man old
enough to be his father, putty nfah. That kid
has _got the reputation of bein' the champion
deadshot. I ain't _got no sich a reputation, but I
sorter reckon that I'm about as handy with a _gun
as he is. You never seen any one who could _git
the best of me in that way, did yer?"
"Never mind, Bud," was the reply. "Go ahead
and _get your drink. You can do as you like
about it, but there's a cell with an iron door
waiting for you."
Buckley bou_ght a drink ·and treated a few
who were quite willin_g- to accept the invitation.
But the time went on. and Youn_g- Wild West did
not appear. Others kept coming into the room,
and fifteen minutes later it was so crowded that
if any shooting- took place the innocent ones
would be pretty sure of _g-ettin_g hurt. Buckley
treated a_gain, and after wipin_g his mouth with
the sleeve of his shirt he _g-ulled a _gun. Instantly the crowd drew back.
"See that door over there?" he said, pointing- to
the one that opened into ~he hallway. "That's
the way Young Wild West went out, an' I s'pose
that's the way he'll come back.''
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
the door opened and in stepped the very person
he was alluding to.
"Good evening, gentlemen," Wild called out, in
his cool and easy way. "My! but you certainly
have a crowd here. Come around to see the fun,
I suppose."
The boy's hand was within a few inches of the
butt of a revolver, but he did not appear to look
at Buckley at all, though, of course. he really
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was watchin.e: him closely. Charlie and Jim step•
ped in and took their positions on either side of
our hero. The crowd drew back on either side,
leaving- a wide lane from the hallway door to the
little bar at the other end of the room.
"Here he is, Johnson!" Buckley called out, turn•
ing his gaze toward the marshal and flourishing
his gun at the same time. That was just exactly
what the youn.e: deadshot wanted him to do. As
quick as a flash he l,ad pulled his 2un and there
he stood waiting, the muzzte pointed toward the
floor.
"I was a little late in getting- back, Buckley,"
Wild said, a faint smile showin.e: on his face.
"But I kept my word. Now then, I am ready to
talk it over with you. What have you to say,
anyhow?"
"I don't know as I've 2ot a whole lot to say,
kid','' was the reply, in a 2ruff tone of voice. "I
s'pose you know that it's either me or you who's
got to go down." ·
"Oh, I don't know about that. I am pretty
certain that I am not going- down, as you call it.
I don't want to shoot you, either. But, this is
certainly no place to hold a little shootin.e: match.
You mig-ht shoot a little wild and kill somebody."
A deathly silence pervaded the room. Nearly
every one was looking at Young- Wild West now.
The wonderful coolness he displayed was amaz•
in.e: to them, and even those who had thought a
short time before that Buckley would surely get
the best of the argument changed their minds.
'!'he bad man was standing- as still as a rock, and
it was evident that he feared to make a move.
"You heard what I said, Buckley," the youngdeadshot called out, as he started to walk toward
the villain. "Now then, what are you going- to do
about it?"
If a pin had dropped upon the floor it certainly
could have been heard at that moment. All eyes
were turned upon Buckley now. He stood there
like a statue, but never once diei he make a mo':e
to open his lips or raise the revolver he held m
his hand. Wild knew he had him just where he
wanted him, so he quickly dropped his revolver
back into the holster, and then walked deliberately to the man and placing- a hand uoon his
shoulder, said:
"Well, Bud Buckley-, you are about the ~eane~t
and sneakiest bluffer I've ever met. You haven t
.e:oj; a grain of sand in your whole system. I
did think that you were game when I saw you
here as I entered the room. But that is out of the
question now. You were afraid to make a move,
for you didn't want to die."
,
A ho~rse murmur went up, which quickly
transformed itself into a round of applause.
"Of course," Wild went on, in his cool and easy
way, "it isn't to say that you are a genuine coward. You simply knew that you had no chance,
and perhaps you are willin.e: to shoot it out. after all. It isn't quite--dark yet, so suppose we g-o
outside, and then we'll see who is boss."
By a great effort the bad man gathered himself together.
"Come on!" he hoarsely exclaimed. "I reckon
I can't ·die but once."
Then he turned abruptly. and strode for the
door. Wild did not let him get too far from him
and follow.ad rll.piillly. As the two went outside
there was a rw;h to follow them, and the men

came crowding out almost fighting their way.
Buckley stopped still in his tracks when he was
not more than ten feet from the door.
He looked about him in a sort of hopeless way,
and just then the town marshal succeeded in forcing- his· way outside. He ran straig-ht to the
villain and touchin11: him o nthe arm, said in a
sneering- way:
"Bud, I reckon I won't have to lock you up,
after all. You are what I call a lame duck with
no feathers. Youn·g Wild West has taken the
starch out of you completely."
This enraged the man, and for a moment it
seemed as if he mi.e:ht turn his g;un upon Johnson. But he thou.e:ht the better of it, and then
droppin.e: it into the holster at his side, he turned
his gaze to the ground and in a surly voice, said:
"I reckon there's another time comin'. Young
Wild West was willin' to postpone this here affair
somethin' like an hour ago. Now I'm willin' to
put it off. I reckon there can't be nothin' wrong
in that. I've got a little business up the street.
Maybe you think I'm a coward for leavin', but
I ain't."
Then, just as if he really had important business on hand, he turned and walked away with
long strides. For the fraction of a second there
was a silence. Then a mighty shout went up,
and howls of derision and bursts of lau.e:hter
• ran.e: in the ears of the defeated villain.
"Gentlemen, I reckon that will be about all.'' .,.
the young- deadshot said, in his cool and easy
way, as he turned and faced the excited throng-.
"Mr. Buckley isn't hali as izome as I thoug-ht he
would be. But I am just as well satisfied, for I
never want the blood of a fellow-bein11: on my
hands if it can l)()ssibly be avoided. Of course
I had no intention of killing- him even thou11:h
he had tried to shoot at me. If he had done
that I would have probably broken one of his
arms, or possibly two of them. But I am 2:lad
I didn't have to do it."
As the boy turned to a-o back into the hotel
two brawny miners ran to him. Before he fairly
realized it they had lifted him upon their shoulders and then they went marchin.e: around before the building-. The rest fell in line, and for · ~
the next five minutes Young Wild West was certainly the lion of the hour. As -the little procession turned back to the door Hop Wah appea1·ed
from around the end of the house.
·
,
"Hip, hi, hoolay, for Young Wild West!" he
shouted in his shrill, treble voice.
As if it had all been arranged a cheer went
up that echoed far and near, and when Wild was
at length put upon the ground he felt glad t ha t
the worst of the demonstration was over.
"Well, Younl!: Wild West," the marshal said. as
he rushed up , and seized the , boy by the hand.
"I rather think that is the last you will ever see
of Bud Buckley. You certainly took the starch
out of him, and no mistake."
"I agree with you in what you said last," the
boy retorted, smilingly. "But I am sure I haven't
seen the last of the fellow yet. He isn't tl,J.e one ...
to give up as easily as all that. He knew he had
no chance, and that's why he acted that way."
Wild remained there for probably half an hour•
during which time as many as fifty came in te>
congratulate him, for the news had spread
through the main part of ,.the town that Bud
. "".
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Buckley had been cowed by Young- Wild West.
"No, I don't. But I beli'eve you have told the
the champion deadshot. All this time Wild had truth so far. Now· then, since I have made out
not forg-otten his conversation with Mrs. Parker. so ~ell, I am a-oina- to ask you another question.
Finally he g-ot a chance to speak to the pro- I m11rht ask you a few more before I'm throug-h.
prietor of the hotel, and he promptly asked him Don't forg-et, thoug-h, that my fing-er is on the
if he knew where Metz could be found.
tria-irer of this a-un, and it mig-ht goo off at any
·
"Chris Metz?" the man asked, and then he moment."
"P ut the irun away, Young- Wild West," the
\
looked about the room hurriedly. "Why, he was
in here a little while a11:o. Hello! there he is man said, almost pleadingly. "I never got acnow. He's jest settin' do,m to play cards at that c;used of bein' a liar, an' it ain't ria-ht for vou to
table over there."
act in this way. I know you're a d~dshot, an'
Wild quickly saw the man he referred to. and I seen enough to-niirht to make me believe that
thanking- him promptly walked over to the table. you're about the coolest piece of hunw.n flesh that
"Hello, Chris Metz!" he said, speaking- in a ever walked on the g-round. But you're doin' me
familiar way, and the same time touching- the wroni:r in actin' this way, 'cause I'm square from
:man on the shoulder.
the crown of my head to the soles of my feet."
"Eh; what's that?" came the quick reply, as
"I don't believe you are, Metz. I am a sort of
tlie g-uide turned and looked at the boy in no mind· reader, and I know pretty well what is
little surprise. "You know me, eh, Young Wild passing- throua-h your mind at this verv moWest?"
ment. You didn't do the rig-ht thing- by the
"No, I never saw you before. You were iust Englishman, and you know it. But as I said bepointed out to me by the proprietor of this place. fore, I believe that when you last saw him he
I want to speak to you before you beg-in your was living-. Now then, just answer this: "Was
game. It won't take but a few minutes."
your partner alive when you last saw him?"
"All rig-ht, I reckon you kin talk to me .as much
The a-uide hung- his nead and hesitated beas you like. I ain't in no hurry to play cards." fore making- a reply.
Wild was looking- at him closely, and in the
"I suppose he was. All three of us was toshort interval that he had a chance to do this he gether at the time."
made up his mind that he had a crafty fellow to
"You're only supposing- now. Speak out. Was
deal with. The _g-uide slowly got UP, and then · your par«;!. alive when you saw him last?"
nodded to the boy and led the way outside upon
"I-I don't know."
the porch. Charlie and Jim were watching what
"Yes, you do know. Who· a-ot the Ena-lishman's
brief
the
heard
had
they
as
and
was a-oing- on,
money?"
and
deadshot
youngthe
conversation between
"My pard did,", was the rather unexpected
•Murphy, the proprietor, they knew pretty well reply.
"I shot him for takin' it, too. There, now
what the boy was up to.
have a-ot it all out of me."
"What is it you want to say to me, Young- Wild you
"Then when you saw · your ·,pard last he was
West?" Chris said, wFien they were alone.
alive?"
"I want to ask you just one Question, and · I not
"1 s'pose he wasn't. He tumbled over .a cliff
expect a truthful answer. If you Ire to me I am
when I shot him, an' he went to the bottom,
g-oing to shoot . ou."
takin' the Englishman's money with him."
"You didn't try to g-et down there and a-et the
money, did you?"
•
"No, I didn't."
CHAPTER V.-The Guide's Confession.
"Metz, you're lyinl!,"."
"Let up on me, wm yer, Young- Wild West?
The lig-ht of a lamp fell upon the face of You're makin' cold chills run down my backbone.
- Chris Metz, -the 1!.'Uid"e who- had been one of those I don't like this here business. Didn't I tell vou
to go with tne Englishman on the hunting trip. that I was a fair an' square man, an' honest as
Young- Wild West -was looking at it keenly, and they mak~ 'em?"
he saw the ~xpression change as he made the
"Yes, you told me something- like that, but I
startling threat.
"I don't know what you , mean, Young- Wild don't believe it. You got the Ena-lishinan's money,
West. What are you talkin' like that to me and ,Ou know it. You divided it with some one
else. Now you may .as weU own up to it, for it
for?"
"I am a-ivina- it to you straight from the will do you no a-ood to lie. Didn't you or some
shoulder," was the reply. "I want to ask~ yoil a one else g-et the money before your pard's body
question, and I expect you to tell me the truth. went over the cliff?"
"I didn't take it from him."
If you don't I will certainly shoot you."
"No, maybe you didn't. But the other fellow
To make it appear as if he really meant it,
Wild p-µlled a g-un, ap.d placing- the muzzle close did."
"What other feller?". asked the man, as if he
against the man's breast, he added:
"Now then, is Robert F'arker, the Englishman, was driven to desperation.
"I don't know exactly, but I have an idea it
dead or alive ? "
"Well, all I kin say is that he was alive the was Bud Buckley."
"Who .told yer he was with me?"
last time I seen him."
"He didn't tell me, but I happen to know that
"You are sure of this ? "
"Dead sure of it. But what's the need of he was."
threatenin' my life in this way? Don't you
This was not true, but the boy was simply fols'pose I would have told you the truth if you lowinl!." up the advantaa-e he had irained.
had asked me in jest a plain way?"
"If he didn't tell yer I don't know who- ~ould,
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then, 'cause I know blamed well I never opened
my mouth about it."
"Never mind, Metz. You met Buckley and l?Ot
him to help you rob the · Englishman. You shot
your pard. Maybe it was in self defense, or
maybe it wasn't. But anyhow you shot him and
you took the money from him."
"No, I didn't, Young- Wild West."
"Well, Buckley did, then. Your pard stole the
money from the English hunter, of course."
"Yes, that's true enough. I didn't think he
would do sich a thing."
"You didn't think you would become a party to
what happened later, either, did you?"
"I don't know what you mean by that."
"I mean that you hardly thoue:ht you and
Buckley would divide the money and then come
back here and report that the Englishman and
your pard had been lost in the mountains and
could not be found."
"No, I never thoug-ht nothin' like that at the
time."
"But you _g-ot half the money~ didn't you?"
"Ye-es, I s'pose- I did," was the falterin_g- retort.
"You thought, I suppose, •that you might just
as well have it, since you couldn't find the man
who had engaged you and your pard to take him
hunting."
"Yes, that's jest exactly what I thought, Young
Wild West. You sartinly are a mind reader, as
-you said a little while ag-o. "
Metz spoke in a hopeful tone of voice now,
and acted as if he thought the worst .of it was
over.
"The Englishman had something like six thousand dollars with him, I believe."
"Yes, that was jest about what he had."
"And you got half of it?"
"I got half of it," was the admission.
"Now then, you're sure that the last you saw of
Robert Parker he was alive?"
"He sartinly was. I'd say that if I was goin'
to die the next minute."
"He wasn't injured or situated so that he couldn't help himself, was he?"
"No, he wasn't."
"Then I talce it that he was simply left in the
mountains by you and Buckley, so he would lose
his way and starve if he failed to find a means to
sustain life,"
"Young Wild West, you have got me richt to
the wall. What you're sayin' is the gospel truth.
I might as well tell yer that me an' Bud B~ckley
come on with our belongin's without tryin' to look
for the Englishman."
"Ah! I thought you would tell the truth before
I got through with you. Now, then, just go ahead
and tell me the whole story. You needn't be long
about it. I reckon you can tell it in a few words."
"There ain't an awful lot to tell, after what I've
said already. But since it's gone this far, I'll let
yer know what there is of it. My pard met Bud
Buckley after we had been up there huntin' a
while, an' he must have made an agreement with
him to rob the Englishman. One night right
after Buckley had came to our camp I found it
out. I didn't say nothin', but jest watched, an'
when my pard stole the money from the English-

man along about the middle of the night an'
started to go away with Buckley, I followed him.
I don't know jest why I went so far from the
camp, but I must have gone a couple of miles. I
mounted my horse, you know, an' left Parker
asleep in the tent. When I seen the two halt an'
start to divide the money in the moonlight, I
sneaked up close to 'em an ordered 'em to hold
up their hands. I left my horse a little ways
behind me, of course, or I couldn't have got up
close to 'em without 'em knowin' it. My pard
dropped the money an' tried to shoot me, but I
was too quick for him an•· dropped him. It was
right near a cliff, an' in staggerin' back he tumbled over it. But he didn't take none of the
money with him. Theil afore I knowed where I
was Bud Buckley had me covered. 'Chris,' says
he, 'I reckon you have made a little mistake. But
it's all right. You kin take half the money now,
or you kin die; jest as you think best.'"
"That's what he said, eh?"
"Yes, an' what could I do about it? I knowed
Bud was a putty bad man, an' that he could
shoot quicker than chained lightnin'. I give in
to him, an' I took half the money. Then we both
went back to the camp an' took everything we
wanted an' lit out, leavin' the Englishman asleep
in the tent. That's the whole truth, an' it's all
the story there is to tell, Young Wild West, 'cept
that I lied like a thief when I got back here.''
Wild took the revolver away from the man's
breast and dropped it into the holste1·.
" I feel sorry for you, Metz," he said, shaking
his head. "But maybe I can't blame you a whole
lot. You were in fear of Bud Buckley, and your
better nature deserted you for the time being.
I'll wag-er that you haven't been restin_g- easv in
your sleep since you left the Englishman up ·in
the mountains."
"You have got that dead right, Young Wild
West. But I'll tell you what I've been doin',
though. I've been gittin' rid of that three thousand dollars jest a s fast as I couttl.. Every time
I spent some of it I'd sorter feel relieved. I
knowed it didn't belong to me, an' that's why I
wanted to git clear of it."
"All right, Chr is Metz. I am going to t ell you
SOl]lething which may surprise you. I honestly
believe that there is more good left in you than ""there is bad . at this minute. Now, then, I want
you to go with me and try and find Robert Parke,. Will you do it?"
The man seized the boy by the arm as if he
could scarcely believe his senses.
"If you mean that," he went on, excitedly, "I'll
tell yer that I'll go my whole length to do it. Why,
I've looked around sinse that time for Parker. I
even went back to the camp. But he wasn't there,
an' there was no trace of him. Do it! Why, I'd
give all I've got in the world if I could find him
and bring him back to his wife.''
"All right, Metz. We'll ·find him. I want you
to be here fitted out for the trip to-morrow morning at seven o'clock. That's all I have got to say
now."
"I'll be here, Young Wild West, unless I drop n
dead afore that time."
Wild shook his hand and the man seemed aa
happy as a child who had suddenly come in poasession of a new toy.
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CHAPTER VI.-In the Wilds of the Rockies.
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Promptly at seven o'clock the next morning the
horses belonging to Young Wild West and his
friends were standing- in front of tlie hotel.
The two Chinamen had loaded the pack-horses,
too, and everything was in readiness for a start.
Chris Metz, the guide, had been waiting- for
half an' hour, but had been unable to see anything ·of the young deadshot.
When Wild came out, followed by his partners
and the girls, the face of the guide lighted up.
"Good mornin', Young Wild West," he called
out cheerfully. "I told yer I'd be here, an' here
I am."
"I see you, Metz," was .the reply. "I am glad
you didn't change your mind."
. "I s'pose we're goin' to have a little trouble.
Bud Buckley is awful mad. I told him last night
that I was goin' with you to try an' find Parker.
He said i'f I did I'd never come back alive. But
that don't scare me none, 'cause I knowed pretty
well that he was afraid to do anything 7right
here."
"That's all right," the boy answered, in his
cool and easy way. "Did you tell him that you
had told all about what happened back in the
mountains?"
"No, I didn't. He di~n't ask me if I did, either,
so I didn't have to lie any. But I don't s'pose he
,
thinks I told it."
The woman' who was so anxious to :find her lost
husband appeared just then, and a hostler
promptly led her hor:se around the corner of the
building and assisted her to mount. ·
"I'm .glad they ain't goin', 'cause we wouldn't
stand a very good show if anything happened."
"Don't you believe that, Metz," and the young
deadshot laughed lightly. "Our girls can put up
a pretty good fight, just as good as the majority
of men can. But we talked it over last night before retiring, and it was decided that they should
remain here at the hotel and keep the company
of Mrs. Parker until we return."
There were only a few hanging about the hotel
just then, but our friends paid no attention to
them. In a big town like Virginia City they did
not care to make demonstration before leaving.
After bidding good-by to the girls and Mrs.
Parker the rest set out, the two Chinamen going
with them, of course, for they would be needed to
cook and assist in the general work. Of course
Hop was delighted to go, He would have felt
badly indee<! if, he had been left behind, for he
was ever ready to lend a helping hand in times of
danger, and always proved to J>e useful as an entertainer while they were in camp. Young Wild
West sat on his sorrel stallion watching the girls
as they rode slowly back toward the town.
As they were just· about to descend ov~ the
brow of a hill there wiis considerable waving1
and then when they were lost to view Wild turne<1
to his companions and said :
"Now, then, for the business we have on hand.
Come on, Metz, I want you to lead us right to the
very spot where you were camped at the time
' Parker was robbed.!'
"I'll do it, an' there won't be much trouble about
it, either, Young Wild West," was the re:ply. "I'm
too much used to the mountains up this way to
make a mistake. I've been a guide in these parts
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for quite a number of years, an' there ain't much
about the place within a hundred miles any way
you have mind to go that I don't know weil"
"Just the. sort of man we want, then. i am
very glad I had a chance to talk to you last
night."
"So am I. I thought I was a goner, though,
when you pulled a gun on me so sudden like. You
done more good to me jest then than could ever
have happened in twenty years in some other way.
Y~u ma~e me feel that a man kin die mighty
quick, an that he oughter have a clear conscience
when he goes. I s'pose that's why I up an' told
you the whole truth about this here matter."
"I told,. my partners and the girls about it, and
th~,Y :Vere mu~h pleased _at the way it turned out."
Did you say anythmg to the Englishman's
·
wife about it?"
"Yes, I told her, too, but she.-promised n~t to·
say a word that would hurt your character one
. .
bit."
"I hope she don't say ii.othin', 'cause I've · always been took for a pretty decent sort of a man
in Virginia City."
"She will never mention it, I am sure, so don't
worry about that."
T)iey rode on until noon, and by that time they
we1·e so far away from anything like civilization
.that it seemed as if nothing of the sort could
possibly exist so near them.
Of course they had passed two or three little
hamlets, but they 'had not gone near enough to
stop at any of them. Wild had s,een to it that
a good , stock of provisions had been laid in the
night before, and the pack-horse\; really had all
. they could carry. Only one tent had been brought
.along to make room for the other things they.
would be sure to need. Still, the sturdy animals
carried quite enough as far as the burden went.
Knowing that nothing could be gained by keeping at it too steadily, Wild waited untii an hour
had been passed after they came to a halt at
·
noon.
By this time the horses were rested sufficiently
to go on with something like real freshness. Metz
had been •Iooking a great deal behind them but
declared that he saw nothing that would indicate
'
they were being followed.
"Don't expect to see anything of Buckley today," Wild said, smiling at him. "If he shows
up before we go to sleep to-night it will be after
dark, you can depend on that. He would be afraid
to let us see him in the daylight."
. "No, I reck~n he,,wouldn't want us to see him
m the .dark, either, Cheyenne Charlie spoke up
''He'll come sneakin' around if he means busi~
ness. But I don't believe the mea(ly coyote has
got nerve enough to come alone. It's jest as
Arietta said, he'll git a gang together an' foller
us.'' a dozen of the
"He kin mighty soon · git
tougliest characters in the town to go with him,"
the .g uide declared. "All he would have to do
would be to tell them that there would be a chance
• of gittin' hold of some money, an' they would , be
glad enough ·to go. They wouldn't think nothin'
of committin' murder up here in the wild parts of
the mountain. Most of 'em don't think murder
amounts to anything, any more than it's likely to
hang 'em. If it couldn't be proved apn 'em, or if
they thought it couldn't, it would oe nothin' at
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"We are in the habit of meeting such fellows to nibble while they were waiting. They had not
v.ery often," the young deadshot retorted. "It been there more than fifteen minutes before three
seems that this part of the country is overrun shots rang out in the distance.
with them. I don't know if it's that way in the
reckon they struck the antelopes all right "
East or the more thickly settled parts of the coun- the"Iguide
declared, nodding his head in a pleas~d
try. But certainly out here in the West about
way.
"Most
likely one or two of 'em has drophalf the men you meet in wild spots are anything ped, too, 'cause
Younl!" Wild West ain't in the
but honest and square."
"What sor~ of a man did you find Mr. Parker ha,?it. of missin' when he fires, as I've been told."
Mighty seldom when he does miss I can tell
to bei Chris?" Jim Dart asked, as they were ridyou that, Chris," Dart retorted. "I 'reckon we
ing a ong close together.
"A perfect gentleman and a true sport," was won't have to wait more than fifteen minutes
the reply. "He was a mighty good shot with a longer before they'll be here with their game.
rifle an' revolver, too, an' he told me many times They won't shoot any more than two that's certhat if he got a chance to shoot a grizzly without tain, because Wild never believes in shooting
no -0ne helpin' him he would give me a hundred game unless there is need for it.''
They had waited just about fifteen minutes
dollars as a present."
·
when they heard the unmistakable sounds made
"Didn't you find a chance for him?"
"No. I was tryin' to all the time but luck by approaching horses. They all looked in the
direction, expecting to see fhe young deadshot
seemed to be agin us."
"It didn't make no difference about the hun- and the scout .appear. But just then the sounds
dred dollars, though; did it?" the scout asked, ceased, and they wondered what this meant. Why
should Wild and Charlie stop when so near to the
a f.rin on bis tanned and weather-beaten face.
'No, I s'pose it didn't. I got half the money. spot? Five minutes passed and not · another
That makes me feel sore, too. I wish you wouldn't sound was heard to indicate that any one was
about save themselves. Then a hoarse shout
saz nothin' more about that."
'I won't, then. I reckQJl you have nad your sounded from the left, and from behind the rocks
punishment all right. You have got what• they five men sprang, each with a leveled rifle. One
of them was Bud Buckley, and as he turned his
call a conscience, I s'pose."
"Yes, an' it's been bothe1·in' me a whole lot rifle squarely toward Jim Dart he called out:
"Hands up! I reckon: we've got you dead to
too. But I'm goin' to make a clean breast of it if
we find the man alive. Then I'll ask him to let rights. We'll see if Young Wild West an' his
crowd is goin' to git the best of Bud Buckley, the
up on me, an' maybe he will."
"Oh, he'll do that, all right," our hero spoke worst man in the Rocky Mountains."
up. "I reckon if he's lost and alive yet he will
Hop Wah was the only one who was not in
be only too glad to let the six thousand dollars plain view of the five men when they so sudgo. From whj\t his wife told me, he knows where denlv appeared on the scene. He happened to be
to get plenty more. He's a very rich man."
standing close to a boulder, and the minute the
"I'm goin' to leave it to you tofix things up with • scoundrels showed themselves he · darted behind
him when we find him," the guide declared.
it. Surprised as he was, he did not lose his pres"All right, I'll do it, you kin be sure."
ence of mind, and he decided he must act quickly
Along about the middle of the afternoon a small and get the best of Buckley and his gang.
herd of antelopes was sighted away to the right.
"Hands up!" the leader of the villains called
They were grazing upon a little patch of grass out for the second time, for his command had
in a miniature valley and about a mile distant not been obeyed.
from the trail the party was followingl
Wing- promptly raised his hands, and then the
"Charlie," the young deadshot said, nodding guide, no doubt feeling that it was the only
to the scout, "I reckon it wouldn't be a bad idea thing for him to do just then, followed suit.
to have something in the way of fresh meat. I
But Jim looked coolly at Buckley and said:
am going to try and get a shot at one of those
"Don't be in a hurry. What difference does it
fellows."
make whether my hands are up or down ? I am
"All right, I'll go with yer. Two of 'em won't not going to try and shoot you, not while you
be none too much, 'cause the meat won't spoil very have me covered with that rifle."
"Huh! Mighty cool like, ain't yer? I reckon
quickly up here in the mountains. If we think
it's going to spoil all we h;we got to do is to rub you must take after Young Wild West."
"Maybe I do. But never mind about that.
some salt on it an' smoke it a little. Then we kin
have it to fall back on when we ain't got nothin' What do you want, anyhow?"
"We want you, and we want Chris Metz, too.
better."
"Come on, then. The rest can keep right on You kin bet your life we're goin' to have yer.
the trail. After they have gone a mile or two Kid, you ain't got more than a minute to live.
they can wait for us. They will know whether You kin believe me when •I say it. I got a few
we are successful or not, for they ought to be good men together, an' set out to follow yer,
able to hear the reports of our rifles."
intendin' that none of yer should ever come back
"Go right on, boys," the guide said, nodding alive. Young Wild West an' the other feller is
his head approvingly. "We'll keep on till we git down that way somewhere aftet game. We'll git
up to the butte that's showin' about two miles you first, an' then we'll git them. But we don't
ahead of us. We'll wait there for you."
want to shoot unless we kin help it. I reckon
Wild and Charlie turned slightly to the right our knives will do the work. Now then, I'm goin'
and were soon descending the side of a ridge. to tell you for the third time to hold up your
The rest continued on, and in due time came to hands."
the butte, where a halt was promptly called.
Hop had been thinking and working rapidly. As
Good grass was found, so the horses had a chance the villain uttered the words he threw somethin~
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over the top of the boulder, and it landed riirht
before the gang. There was a hissing, sound,
and then a loud re1>ort sounded, and the air was'
filled with smoke. Young- Wild West's clever
Chinee had been equal to the occasion again,
for he had hurled a lighted cracker to the ground
for the purpose of disconcerting the villains.

CHAPTER VIL-Hop Prepares a Surprise
. f_or the Villains.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were
cautious enough to get within shooting distance
of the antelopes. Unlike a great many hull,ters,
they did not have to g-et very close, howev~r.
Both could easily kill an animal of that size
at five hundred yards. , After leaving- their horses
they crept along behind some rocks, and then
they were ready to shoot. Charlie was the first
to ·fire, and he, of course, selected one of the
males. The animal was wounded, but started _to
run along with the rest of the herd. Then Wild
fired and dropped one of them, and Charlie took
a second shot and succeeded in bringing- the
wounded antelope to the g-round.
"That will do, I reckon," the young deadshot
said, coolly. "Two is enough. I believe you
said that at the start."
"That's right, Wild," Charlie retorted. "I didn'l
hit right where I wanted to the first time, though.
But the second shot got him. Most likely the
bullet ·went a little too far to the right, an' the
heart wasn't touched."
"You will have a chance to see about that in a
minute or two. Gome on. Let's get what meat
we want and hurry on to join Jim and the rest."
Leaving their horses where they had dismounted, the two hurried on among- the rocks and
soon reached the grass plot upon which the herd
had been grazing. Experienced as they were, it
did not take a great while to disembowel the
antelopes and cut from the carcasses the meat
they wanted.
Having done this, they made their way back
to the horses. With some stout twine which he
always carried with him Cheyenne Charlie fixed
up the haunches and loins of the venison so they
could carry it easily with them. This done. both
mounted and took a short cut for the butte they
were to meet the rest of the party at. But when
they had gone about a quarter of a mile they
found that they could not g-o any further, since
a chasm lay before them. This meant a delay of
several minutes, but well used to such trifling
things, they turned and rode along to the left
and after a while came upon the trail. The going
was easier now, tlJ.ough most of it was up-hill,
and the horses were compelled to walk. When
they were probably within a quarter of a mile of
the butte a deafening report sounded. Instantly
Wild and Charlie brought their horses to a halt.
"Great gimlets!" the scout exclaimed, as he
looked at the young deadshot inquiringly. "What
was that? 11
"I reclcon you ought to know," was the cool
reply. "Hop has set off one of his firecrackers,
I suppose. Probably he had nothing else to do
and wanted to scare the guide."
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"Most likely that's what happened. That fool
of a heathen is always up to somethin'."
. Crack, crack! Two revolver shots rang out
just then Wild and Charlie understood instantly
that the cracker had not been set off for a-joke.
"Something's up, Charlie!" the young- deadshot
exclaimed. "Come on. I reckon we had better
find out about this rig-ht away."
But Charlie •did not need to be told to hurry.
As Wild $et out at a gallop he was right behind
him. They could see the smoke that was still
showing-, so they knew pretty well that they were
very close to the spot. Rounding a bend they
caught sight of Jim and the guide, who were
moving cautiously to the right, each with a
rifle.
"Buckley has attacked them, you depend on it,
Charlie," the young deadshot said, in his cQOl
and easy way.
At that moment Hop came from behind a rock,
puffing calmly at a cigar. Without sl~ckening
speed, the two rode swiftly to the scene. Almost
the first objeit they saw was the prostrate form
of a man lying- a Jittle to the right.
"What's the trouble, Jim?" Wild asked, as he
dismounted.
"Buckley was after us," was the reply. "He
had us dead to rights, too. But Hop saved the
day with one of his ·homemade firecrackers."
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Wild," Hop
spoke up, as he walked leisurely toward them.
"Um bad Melican men velly muchee scared. Lun
· Jikee anythling. Misler Metz allee samee shootee
one. He dlop velly muchee quickee."
"He's right in sayin' that, Young- Wild West,"
the guide spoke up, grimly. "As the smoke was
clearin' away a little I seen one of 'em aimin' a
rifle this way, an' I shot him with my revolver.
I fired at hi"m twice, an' I reckon. both bullets hit
him, 'cause he ain't moved since he dropped."
"That fellow will never move again of his own
accord, that's certain,'1 Jim Dart declared, - as
he bent over the prostrate form. "It isn't
Buckley, though," he added, as he took a closer
look at the face.
"I wish it was," Metz declared, with a shrug
of the shoulders. "He told us that he was goin'
to kill us, an' I sartinly believe he meant to do
it, too. When he irot throuJ?li. with us he was
£<iin' after Young Wild West an' his other pard,
he said."
"A pretty close shave, I reckon," our hero observed. "So Hop managed to save you, did he?"
"He ctrtainly did, Wild," Jim answered, as
he looked toward the smiling heathen. "I don't
know just how he managed it. but it seemed that
he had a chance to dodge behind a rock when
they showed up so suddenly. We heard them
coming about five minutes before they appeared,
and we thought it was you."
"Well, it's hardly worth while to follow them,
I suppose. _Anyhow, it won't be necessary, for
they will follow us. They have lost a man. and
I am pretty sure that Brickley is the sort of fellow who will be more anxious than ever to get us.
I reckon we may as well go right on 110w, and "a
little before sunset we'll camp in some plactJ
where it's secure and then ·wait for the scoundrels
to make their appearance again."
"That's about the way to do it, I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie answered. "Come on, Jim. We'll
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ride a little ahead an' keep our eyes open for the Bud Buckley will keep right after us, an' he'll
sneakin' coyotes."
shoot me as well as the rest of yer at the first
•
Two minutes later Char1ie and Jim were riding. chance he gits."
on in advance. The two .Chiname:Q with the pack"You think so, eh? Well, we mustn't let him
horses followed, and Wild and the guide hung have the chance, then. He thought he had us
back a little, all keeping a sharp watch for the once to-day, but it seems that he was foiled. Our
villains. But it was evident that the setback clever Chinee did that part of it.''
they had met with was quite enough for them
"It sartinly was mighty clever in the heathen
for the day, for the afternoon passed, and Young 3:n' no mistake. I never was so surprised in my
Wild West and his friends came to a halt and hfe when I seen him chuck somethin' right out
went into camp in an ideal place for the purpose afore them five men, an' then to hear it explode
without seeing or hearing anything more of them. with a n_oise almo~t as loud as a cannon, I jest
They had not taken the trouble to bury the body got a ghmpse of em as they was tumblin' over
of the man who had bee11 shot by the guide, themselves tryin' to git away. But when that
knowing full well that 4is companions would re- feller showed up with his rifle tryin' to git a shot
turn a,fter they found it safe to do so. The two at one of us I jest fired two shots as quick as
Chinamen went right at work putting up the anything, an' he rolled over an' stayed there.''
"Yes, you got him all right. That leaves four
ten!,i while the rest of the party attended to the
of them. If they keep on monkeying with us there
horses.
Young Wild West had examined the spot critic-. won't be any of them left. But the more we shoot
ally upon reaching it, and he was satisfied that the more cautious Buckley will become. He won't
their enemies would have a small chance to harm ceasE: his efforts in trying to get us, though, but
them while they remained there. They could he Wlll be very careful how he goes at it.''
"He oughter be the next one to drop. Of course
only approach it by one way and if they tried
to do this they could hardly surprise them by a I wouldn't think of shootin' him when he wasn't
sudden attack, even if it were pretty dark. The lookin', but jest let me ketch him when he's tryin'
young deadshot always saw to it that a strict to shoot one of us, an' I'll show him what kind of
watch was kept during the night, even though a ~hot I am .. He'~ ,a dead shot, all right, an'
his camp was located in the midst of a mining qmc~er than hghtnm . I kin shoot as straight as
camp. Experience had taught him that it never he kin, but I have to take my time about it. That's
could be told just when an enemy might appear the difference between us.''
"He didn't show himself to be very quick with
and try to execute some damage.
"Well, Metz," he said to the guide after they a gun last night, though, did he?" Jim Dart obhad seen to the horses, "I reckon we'll have to served, with a smile.
"No, he didn't," the guide admitted. "He' had
keep a pretty strict watch to-night. Usually,_ mY
partners and myself attend to that part of it. as much chance as Wild did, too."
but now we can fix it so that all four of us can
"Mighty good that he didn't try to take a shot"
do guard duty. I am not afraid to trust you. the scout spoke up. "He wouldn't have been in
I'll go to sleep and sleep sound while you are on jest the right kind of condition to foller us up the
guard, for I know you are a man well experi- the mcffmtains like he's doin' now. Wild would
enced."
sartinly have winged him, an' a man don't feel
"I'll 'tend to my part of it all right,. Young much like ti·avelin' with an arm that's been broke
Wild West," was the reply, "but I don't see how by a bullet.''
you could trust me after hearin' what I told yer
Metz shook his h ead, showing that he thoroughly
last night."
agreed . with what_ Charlie said. Meanwhile Hop
"That's all right, old fellow. You're on the and Wmg had finished the task of putting up the
right road now, and I am well satisfied that you tent, and they were now gathering dry sticks and
intend to keep upon it. ;From what you said we some brush to start the campfire going.
ought to reach the place where you were camped
"I was thinkin'," the guide said, when he saw
with the Englishman some time the day after to- what they were doing, "that maybe it wouldn't
morrow."
be a good idea to make a fire to-night. Them
"About the middle of the afternoon, I reckon. fellers will sartinly see the smoke, an' that will
It's about due north from this very spot. A · bring 'em right here.''
fine huntin' country up there, too, but I couldn't
"Oh, they will find us, anyhow, if they are anx~
seem to draw out a grizzly to give Parker a ious to do it, so what's the difference?" the young
chance to shoot at it."
deadshot retorted. "You see what sort of a place
"That's generally the case. Since we are not it is. They can climb up to the top of the cliff
hunting for grizzlies, the chances are we'll see and look down, but they couldn't see us, because
plenty of them. But you can bet we'll drop them 4there is a ledge that would shut off their view.
as fast -as they show up. The pelts will be worth They might go around to the other side if they
something to you, and they are dangerous ani- were slll·e-footed enough, and then they could shoot
down. But I doubt if any of them will try to
mals to be at large, anyhow."
"You bet the skins will be worth somethin' to climb up the1·e. No," and the boy shook his head,
me. If I git two or three grizzly skins I reckon "the only way. they can get in here is to come the
I'll be putty well paid for comin' up he.r e with way we did, right into the ravine. We'll go ahead
,
ye1·."
and make all the fires we want to, and let them
''Y-ou help us find the lost man and you will be come if they like.''
"You know best, Young Wild ,vest. I won't
well enough paid, not counting the pelts you are
likely to get.'
say no more. But you'.].]. find me ready an' willin'
"I'm goin' to do everything that lays in my to fight if there's anything in that line to be done.
power. The only thing what worries me is that Don't think that Bud Buckley an' me has got any
I
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"Play a little trick on the bad men, do you?
friendship between us. We never did have, but
I sorter give in to him that time when I agreed to You had better wait till they come here."
"No, Misler Wild. Me wantee fixee somethling
divide the money with him."
"Don't mention that again," the young deadshot so ley makee bigee mistakee and be velly muchee
said, shaking his head. "I know it makes you feel suplise."
."Go ahead, then. I don't care what you do,
bad every time you do or hear any on~ else say
anything about it. Let that drop until we find so long as you don't g-et cauirht by th«! four rasthe man we are looking for. Then you _can tell cals and put us to the trouble of saving you."
"Me no gittee ketchee, Misler Wild. Me velly
him all about it, and see how ready he will be to
·
smartee Chinee." •
forgive you."
They soon found out what Hop had in mind,
"If we only do find him," and the guide look~d
at the ground in a meditative sort of way, while for when he went to the tent and came out again
carrying a few articles of clothing- it occurred to
his eyes lighted up.
Before it was dark Wing had the supper cooked. the young deadshot and his partners right away
The antelope steaks went very well with the other that he was going to rig- up a dummy for the
things they had, and the coffee could not have been purpose of fooling any one who might come
better. The guide declared that Wing was the prowling about in the darkness. Hop went rig-ht
best cook he had ever seen, and said he was more at work now. He cut a couple of saplings and
soon fashioned them into a cross. Then he
than glad to have met with them.
"I'm somethin' of a cook myself, you know," he wrapped a blanket about the affair and proadded as he looked at our hero. "I s'pose I kin ceeded to put an old shirt upon the upper portion.
fix up things that· taste mighty good tQ them taking care to make the sleeves look as if they
what's hungry. But I nevel' was able to _make encased a pair of arms. But the arms were
coffee like that, no matter how much I paid :for sticking- out straight, and when Charlie saw this
·
he shook his head and said:
the beans."
''I reckon there ain't much in boilin' a pot of
"You don't s'pose any scare-crow like that is
coffee," the scout observed, with a laugh. "All it goin' to fool them sneakin' coyotes, do you,
wants is some good, clean water, an' plenty of the heathen?"
.
ground coffee. ~f you have g_o~ sugar --ro,u kin
"Lat allee light, Misler eharlie. You waitee.
sweeten it to suit yourself, an 1f you amt you Me showee you somethling."
kin drink it without. It don't make an awful lot
A pair of old trousers were brought into play
of difference to me when I'm out in the woods next, and then Hop looked about for something
like this."
that would answer the purpose for a head. In the
"There's them steaks, then," the guide said, ~ores was a jug that was used sometimes to carry
as he pointed to a couple of them that were upon water when• there was a scarcity of it in the
a tin plate before them. "Jest see how nice thE;Y country they were ridinJE through. It was easy
taste. They ain't burned a bit, either. How did to turn the jug- upside down and put it upon the
he man.age to brile 'em over the fire like that end of the sapling which represented the neck of
without burnin' 'em?"
the figure he had constructed. Only a hat wa!.
"He keeps turnin' 'em ·over so often that they necessary to finish the dummy, and Hop was
not long- in putting one upon the improvised
ain't got a chance to burn."
"Yes, I s'pose that's it. Maybe I never took head.
"Now, Jen, Misler Charlie, "you helpee me,"
the time to do it that way."
The evening m~l was finished, and the fire he said to the scout.
burned low. Darkness came. upon them, and all
"All rig-ht, heathen. I reckon I'll do that."
was quiet on the mountain-side save the chirping
Going back to the tent the Chinaman came out
of the insects and the occasional yell of a wild- with a ball of heavy twine, and then Charlie
cat or the distant bark of a coyote.
picked up the dummy and followed him a short
"What time do you s'pose they'll be sneakin' distance from the camp. There was a big rock
around here, Wild?" the guide asked, looking at at one side and a clump of bushes at the other,
out hero as if he thought he would be able to with a passage between them not wider than ten
answer the question.
feet. Here was the place Hop chose to place
"That's more than I can tell, Metz," was the the dummy.
bother
to
mean
really
smiling retort. "But if they
"Now, !en, Misler Charlie, you helpee me," he
us to-night the chances are they won't wait so said.
very long."
Then he bent the parts of the sapling that
represented the legs so the figure could sit upon
"Well, I'm ready for 'em now."
"That's the way to be. I reckon we are all the ground.
"You holdee, Misler Charlie," he said, in a
ready. Just keep a watch up the ravi?Je, that's
tone of voice, as if he expected some one might
all."
Hop, who had been very silent since he had be lurkinR" about to hear him.
eaten his supper, now arose from the log he
Charlie gave a nod and did as directed. Hop
had been sitting upon and walked over to where then found a small log, and placing this in such
the young deadshot was taking it easy with his a position as to keep the figure bent, he oroceeded to bend the arms to make it look like a
partners and the guide.
"Misler Wild," he said, a mischievous look in man sitting in repose. With the ball of twine he
tied things the way he wanted them, and when
his eyes, "me likee do somethling."
"What do you want to do, Hop?" the boy ask- he had finished he utilized the end of the ball by
.
attachinR" it to the end of the loR". Charlie gave
ed, somewhat surprised. .
"Me wantee play lillee .thck on um bad Mebcan a nod, for he understood now what Hoo was up
to.
men."
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"That might work all ri~ht , heathep," he said,
if any one comes sneakm' around. "I know
what you're goin' to do. You're goin' to ,rive
a quick pull an' then up the blamed thing will
.iump, makin ' it look jest like a man irittin' to
·
his feet."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. You velly smartee
• ·
Melican nian, so be." .
·"But if you don't happen to see any one
·
com in' where will the f un come in ? "
' "Lat a!lee light. Me knowee somebody comee .
pletty soonee. "
Unwinding- the twine after he was sure everything was just as he wanted it, tbe Chinaman
led the way back to the camp. Then they all sat
down to wait and watch.
w

CHAPTER VIII.-The Villains Keep On the
Trail.
There could hardly have been a more determined scoundrel than Bud Buckley. Used to
having his own way and lording it over -others,
it was humiliatin,r to him to be defeated by a.
mere boy. No wonder, then, that he decided
to be revenged upon Young Wild West. But
when he learned thlii Chris Metz was :g-oine: to
lead the youne: deadshot and his partners to the.
camp they had deserted when they left the English hunter to his fate he was more desirous of
followine: them than ever. He had little or no
difficulty in persuading four men who were ready
for anything to ,ro with him, and a.\> the reader
_knows, the party of five followed our friends.
They were close enough to see Wild and Charlie
start after the antelopes, and then thinkine: it
would be easy to take Metz and Jim Dart by
surprise, they tried it, :with the result that has
been told. When the bi,r firecracker exploded
B'uckley was frightened as much as any of the
others, and he was the first to run from the
spot and seek cover. He did not -see one of his
companions fall when the two shots we; e fired,
but lay quite still in the hole into which he had
crawled.
He was not too far away to hear .the voices
of Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie as
they came up, but never once did he raise his
head to look that way. When he finally realized
that they had gone on he ventared to crawl from
the hole. Then he be,ran lookinit for his companions. The horses had been left about a hundred yards from the spot, s o he cautiously made
his way along in that direction. When he got
there he found three of his men, all being rather
pale and nervous with excitement.
"Where did you go to, Bud?" one of them
asked, brighteninit up somewhat. "We thought
maybe you got shot, same as Bill Devlin did."
"Did Bill git shot?" the leader asked, in no
.
little surprise.
"I reckon he did. Chris Metz done it, too.
The smoke wasn't so thic1c but what I could see~
when it happened. Devlin was tryin' to liit a shot
at 'em, which showed how plucky he was, when
the first thing I knowed somebody :fired twice.
I looked sharp an' I seen it was Metz. We all
thought maybe one of the shots fixed you. Where
, was yer anyhow?"

"I didn't go far from the s pot like you fellers
did," Buckley answered, with a lofty air. "I
jest slipped behind a rock an' waited. If they
had come after us I sartinly would have dropped
some of 'em. Young Wild West an' the other
feller come up jest after you fellers ran away."
"011, we know that," one of them spoke up.
"We caug-ht a glimpse of 'em. We've all been
waitin' here, thinkin' th ey might come to look
for us. If they had showed up they would have
all _gone down in a hurry. Don't think that
you're the only one who was waitin' to git a
chance to shoot."
"Oh, I ain't thinkin' that," the leader retorted,
no doubt thinking it best to let it go at that.
"If Devlin's dead," he continued, with a shake
of the head, "we've got to avenge him that's
all. But I don't want none of you to bl~me me
for what's happened. There ain't nobody to
bl11me but one of 'em that we're after. Which
one it is I don't know. But somebody chucked
a chunk of dynamite or some.thin' else rhrht in
front of us. When it went ofl' I could feel the
heat from it."
'\I reckon my whiskers e:ot .singed a little, too."
"They sartinly did, Mike," Bucklev answered,
as he looked at the man who said it. "One side
is burned 6lfl' for an inch or more, an' it sorter
makes your face look lop-sid~d."
· "Don't laugh about it," Mike retorted, for he
saw there was a -twinkle in the. villain's eye.
"Oh, I ain't laughin'. Come on, we'll go back
there an' bury the body of poor Bill Devlin."
'1he three men were a little timid. about going
so soon, but when .they found that their leader
had no fear, they led their own horses as well
as the one that had· been the property of tho
man who was shot and went alone: with him.
When they got to the scene of the thrilling episode they found th~ body lying just as it had
~
fallen.
"I thought maybe they might have took the
trouble to dig a hole an' put him in. But thev
·
didn't," one of them said.
"No, they didn't stay herf any time at all
after Young Wild West an' the other galoot,
which they call Cheyenne Charlie, arrived,"
Buckley answered. "Maybe they thought the
best thing they could do was to make tracks, an'
they done it."
"See here, Bud," the man called Mike spoke up,
looking at the leader sharply, "you don,t s'pose
for one minute that Young WHd West was afraid
to stay here, do yer?"
"Maybe he wasn't af raid, but I reckon he
so,rter thought it was best to go .right on about
his business."
"I ain't thinkin' that way. I was in the hotel
' barroom last night when he took the starch out of
you, an' you couldn't make me believe , if you
tried for a thousand year s that he's afraid cf
anything that ever walked in shoe leather. If he
had wanted to git us he would h ave followed our
tracks an' done it, too. But it sorter strikes me
that he ain't so anxious t o git you as yo u are to
git him. ,He's simply waitin' for you t o kee p
after him, an' if I'm any .e:ood at guessin' I'll t ell
you right now that you're _goin' t o g·it the worst
of it."
"That's a fine way to talk, ain't it, boys?"
Buckley asked, lookinit at the other two in an in-
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jured sort of way. "Here I went an' let you
fellers into a good game, an' now one of yer is
sayin' that we're goin' to ~t the worst of it."
"I can't help it, Bud," Mike declared.- stoutly.
"I'm simply expressi n' my feelin's, as I heard a
preacher say once when he took a drink of tanglefoot from a stone jug."
•
"Well, keep your feelin's to yourself , an' leave
it to me. I started out for revenge an' money
both. I'm just as anxious to shoot Metz as I am
Young Wild West, an' that's sayin' a whole lot.
The Englishm an never come back, an' there's
been a whole lot of talk about it in the town. But
I reckon there'll be more talk yet, 'cause none
of this crowd will ever go back."
"An' we won't dare to go back there, either."
"That's all right. We don't have·to f?O to Virginia City. There's lots of other places where
we kin go. We kin be missln•. too, but we'll be
alive, an' the rest of 'em won't.•
Mike said no more, but assisted the other two
to dig a little grave where the ground was soft.
Before the body was placed into this Buckley
went through the pockets and found a_few dollars
as well as some tobacco and other trifilnf? articles.
"I'll keep the money and the rest of you can
divide the tobackey," he said, with a grin. "I
never knowed Bill Devlin much, but I'm mighty
sorry Metz shot him. The only tbinir for me to
do now is to shoot Metz to make it square. I'll
do that all right, boys."
"How much money did Bill have?" one of
them asked, showing that he was not pleased at
the way the leader was acting.
"Someth in' like sixteen dollars, I reckon."
"Well, I was his pard, an' I've traveled with
him for more than fourteen years. I reckon I
had better take the money."
"An' I reckon you hadn't better take it. I've
got it now. When we git throuJ?h with this job
I'm f?Oin' to divide up with yer even, an' not
a!ore. We've .irot to git what money Young Wild
West an' his pards has _iro't, as well as the few
dollars I know Chris Metz has with him. What's
the matter, mistrust in' me, are you, Max
Humper ?"
"No I ain't mistrust in' yer," was. the reply.
"I'm ~nly speakin' my feelin's, jest the same as
Mike was a little while a_iro."
"Well, I want you all to keep your feelings to
yourselv es hereafte r, underst¥ td that. You know
me putty well. I'm a bad man. I kin shoot
quicker than chained lightnin' , an' I dQD't care no
more for the life of a man than I do for a •dead
dog."
This was said in such a threatenin.ir way that
all three of them shrugge d their shoulder s and
remaine d silent. There was no doubt but what
they feared the villain, even thou2:h they did not
like his way of doin.ir business .
Mike mumbled over some sort of burial service
as well as he could rememb er, and the remains
of poor Bill Devlin, as they called him, were covered with dirt and a stone set at the head of
the _irrave to mark the spot. While this was being
done Buckley sat upon a rock puffiug away at a
short, black pipe.
"Well," he said with an approvinJ? nod when
they had finished, "I reckon we may as well go
an new."

•
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"Goin' to keep on followin' em?" Max Humper
asked.
"Sartin. You don't s'pose we"l-re goin' back to
Virginia City, do yer?"
"No I don't s'pose nothin' like that. But I
thought maybe you was goin' to wait a while."
"Wait a while, eh? What's the use of doin'
that ? We kin go on a little slow like, an' to-night
after it ~ts dark I reckon we kin fix up the business in no time. There's only four men an' two
Chinamen."
"There ain't four men," correcte d the third
nian, who bore the name of Mullen. "Two of
'em ia boys."
"That's all right. There ain't nothin' smart in
you sayin' that. Don't I know that two of 'em
is boys ? But they're jest about the same as men
when it coines to shootin' or any other kind of
:fightin', I reckon."
"A little bit more so. One of 'em, especially,"
and Mullen grinned at having got a chance to put
in a good one, as he thought.
"No insinuati ons now," the leader said, sharply. "Y()ung Wild West sartinly thumped me up
in good shape at Virirmia City. He was too much
for me, an' I ain't ashamed to say so. But wait
till the next time I'm close enough to him to do
any shootin'. It will be a different story then."
"If we're goin' to do this ·here job I reckon we
had better do it as soon as we kin," spoke UJ>
Mike. "We'll foller on slow like, as 'Bud says.
Then to-night after it 11:its dark we kin sneak up
to their camp an' put an end to 'em in a hurry.
I don't know how much money we're goin' to git
out of it, but it sorter seems to me that it won't
pay us to wait too long.
"You have got that jest about right, Mike," ,the
leader declared. "I was jest thinkin' of sometll.in'
which oughter pan out putty well. After we
clean out Young Wild West an' his crowd an'
dump 'em somewhere in a hole where their bodies
can't never be found we'll go on an' look for the
missin' En11:lishman. I ain't s'posin' that he's sure
to be livin' yet, but if he does happen to be we'll
make a big pile out of it. We'll go back an' tell
how YoUllA' Wild West an' the rest of 'em got
buried by a landslide, or somethin ' of the kind.
an' the fact that we fetch back the Englishm an
safe an' sound will make everybody believe it.
You know I 2:ive it out .last n;il!.'ht that I was
after that five thousand dollars reward. There's
lots of 'em in the city as knows that I was goin'
to strike out to look Ul> the Englishm an."
"I'll hurry back all right, if we happen to find
him," Humper remarke d.
But he shook his head in a doubting way, which
told plainly that he hardly believed that they
would be lucky enou2:h to find the missing man
even though they were successful in disposing of
those they were following. They kept on talking
as they let their horses follow the trail taken
by our friends. They went at a walk, too, which
told plainly that the leader was not anxious tG
get too close to }:oung Wild West just then.
It continued this way until near sunset, and
then as luck would have it they caught sight of
the party just as it turned to go into the mouth
of the ravine.
"Now then, boys," Buckley said, with a nod of
satisfact ion, "most likely they're goin' to pit.eh
their camp down there. We'll jest find a vlace at
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a safe distance from it. We ain't S?"ot to si:o to
i<O much trouble as they have, 'cause we ain't lt'Ot
the outfit with us. But I reckon we'll increase
it afore very lonS?", 'cause what they've got now
will be ours. Come on, an' keep your eyes open
for smoke, 'cause it's a putty sure thing that they
will start a fire to cook their supper."
They moved around a little to the left and S?"ot
up on a high point of the mountain-side from
which they could look down in the direction they
had seen our friends 11:oinS?". Just as they found
what they thought would be a place that suited ·
them the expected smoke was seen ascending in
a spiral column.
"There you are!" exclaimed Bud Buckley, jubilantly. They ain't a quarter of a mile from us.
Now, then, we know jest where to go. We'll eat
a cold supper, an' as soon as it gits good an' dark
we'll 'tend to business."

hands raised above his head. It was Bud Buckley.
. "Hello, Buckley!" the young deadshot said, in
his cool and easy way, as he walked straight up
to the villain. "So you're the only one left, are
you?"
"Yes, that's right. I seen ·Chris Metz shoot
two an' you jest shot the other one. That leaves
me alone, an' I reckon I'm bleedin' from a bullet
wound, too. It jest grazed my left side, an' I kin
feel the blood tricklin' down."
"It's a pity it didn't go through your heart, you
sneakin' coyote!" the boy answered, sharply. "So
you thought you would sneak up here and catch
us napping, did you? Well, you made a mistake.
What did you think of the fellow who leaped into
the air so suddenly?"
"I ain't got nothin' to say, Youn~ Wild West.
We thought' we seen one of yer settm' here close
to a rock. I crept up putty close an' pointed my
revolver at him, tellin' him if he said ·one word
he would die. He didn't say nothin', an' when I
went to take hold of him he flopped ,u p in the air
CHAPTER IX.-Lost In the Rockies.
an' knocked me over."
"Well, it wasn't a man, Buckley. It was simHop Wah's dummy had not been in position ply a dummy our clever Chinee rigged up for the
more than ten or fifteen minutes when something purpose of having :;ome fun. There wasn't much
rather startlinS?" occurred. While Young Wild fun about it, not for you, anyhow."
West and his companions were keeping a watch
"Velly funny tlick, so be," a voice called out,
in the direction of the dummy they were hardly and then Hop Wah came Tunning to the scene,
prepared for what happened. Hop was sitting a lighted lantern in his hand.
near the tent holding the end of the rope so when
The villain who had been so persistent in folhe saw any one approaching he might pull upon lowing our friends for the ·purpose of obtaining
it and cause· the saplings to straighten out sud- the revenge he so desired, was quickly relieved
denly, thus making it appear that the dummy was. of his weapons. They did not take the trouble to
alive. But he saw no one, and when the dummy tie his hands, for they knew pretty well that he
suddenly shot into the air and a yell sounded he would scarcely attempt to make his escape withwas not a little surprised.
out anything to defend himself with.
But the young deadshot and his partners realBy looking over the ground they soon discovized instantly that the villains were sneaki:-g to- ered that the other three men were stone dead.
ward them. In some manner they must have
"I'm sony about this, Buckley," om· hero sai<;l,
come in contact with the dummy and released as he conducted the prisoner to the campfire. "I
the spring. Without waiting an instant Wild never believe in shooting down a fellow-being if
leaped forward, revolver in hand.
it can be prevented. But there was no help for it
"Hold up your hands, you sneaking coyotes! this time, as you know. You fellows meant us
We have got you dead to rights!" he shouted, in harm and we simply had to shoot or get shot ourselves."
a commanding tone of voice.
.
Crack!
"It was all fair an' square, Young Wild West.
A shot was fired, and the bullet narrowly I ain't sayin' nothin' about that. You sartinly got
missed the guide. But Metz was auite himself the best of us, an' now I s'pose you'll hang me or
now, since he had recovered from his surprise. He take me back to Virginia City an' have me locked
could see two or three moving figures, arid with- up."
out the. least hesitation he placed his rifle to his
"I haven't made up my mind just what to do
shoulder and began firing rapidly. Yells of fear with you, Buckley. But I want to tell you that
and dismay rang out, and keeping right on, Young I believe you to be one of the worst scoundrels
Wild West ran ahead.
that ever breathed. You know what that means,
Charlie and Jim were right after him, and be- I suppose?"
•
fore they had taken many steps they found that
"Yes, I know putty well. Maybe you're right.
they had shut off the chance the villains had· to I s'pose I'll have to take my medicine. I always
get out of the ravine. .
did think that the time would come when i'd
Crack!
either be hung or shot. If it's come now, let it
A shot was fired from a dark place close at come that's all."
hand. Wild felt a sting upon his left ear, but he
"You ain't no coward, Bud," Metz spoke up,
knew he had not been hurt much.
''but you ain't fit to live, an' that's sartin. You
Crack!
made me one of the most miserable men what ever
He saw something moving and unhesitatingly walked in shoe leather, jest 'cause you got me to
fired at it. A cry of pain rang out and then a go in that game with yer an' divide the money my
body could be heard as it fell upon the ground. · pard stole from the Englishman. But it's all
"Hold on, hold on!" a man cried out horsely. Tight now. The weight has been lifted from me.
"Don't shoot no more. I give in. I reckon I'm Young Wild West knows all about it, an' as soon
the only one left."
as we find Parker I'm goin' to tell him about it,
Then a man stepped out into the starlight, his too."
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"How are you goin' to find him, I'd like to
know?" Buckley asked, showing that he was quite
interested in spite of the fact that he was a
prisoner expecting to be executed at any time.
"I don't know jest how we're goin' to find him.
But it's easy to git lost up here in these mountains, an' maybe he's got lost but is livin' yet. He
had pl_e nty of cartridges an' his guns with him,
anyhow."
"Maybe he kin be found," the prisoner said
thoughtfully. "If I had the chance I might help
you find him."
"You'll have the chance all right," Wild said,
quickly. "We are going to keep you a prisoner
and take you back to the town. I've just made
up my mind to that. Now, then, you'll know how
to conduct yourself. Just show the least sign of
treachery and you will be shot instantly."
"All right. I s'pose I'd better take the chance
of goin' back to town than bein' shot. I'll give
you my word that I won't try to make my escape an' that I won't raise a hand to harm any
of yer, not if you're asleep at one time an' I've
got the things to do it with."
"I wouldn't take your word for that, Buckley,"
the boy answered, with a shake of the head. "But
we'll say nothing more abotit it just now. We have
a shovel with us, so you can help bury your dead
companions."
"Our horses is back there about a hundred
yards," the villain said, pointing out of the ravine.
"All rightt.1'11 send some one to get them." •
"Me go, lVlisler Wild," Hop Wah spoke up
-e agerly.
"All right, go ahead. We happen to know that
there ae no more of the villains han,1dng around,
so there will be no danger about it."
Hop promptly started off, taking the lantern
•
with him.
But Wing quickly lighted another, and then a
shovel was produced and the work of burying the
dead villains began.
It took the best part of an hour to do this, and
when it was over with Buckley followed oµr hero
to the campfire and sat down, hanging his head
in a dejected manner.
Hop had found the horses all right, and they
were tied along with those belonging to our
friends. Buckley refused to do much talking~~nd
when it was time to turn in for the night wild
told him that he must have his hands tied, so he
could do no damage should he change his mind.
"That's the best thing you kin do., kid," was
the reply. "I was goin' to speak about it myself.
While I feel as though I'm done for jest now,
there ain't no tellin' what might come in my head
a little later on. You tie my hands good an'
hard, so there ain't no chance for me to bit 'em
loose. That's the best way."
"I'll leave Charlie to attend to it. He knows
how ,to make pretty good knots."
"You kin bet yer life L-do," spoke up the scout.
"Come here, you sneakin' coyote."
Buckley walked over to him and placed his
hands behind his back, and Charlie was not long
in fastening them so he knew the man would be
harmless.
"Putty tight, but I reckon I kin stand it," the
prisoner remarked, as he ducked his head and
went into the tent. "Where do you want me to
lay down?"
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He was shown a place, and he promptly threw
~elf upon the blanke~ and lay pe~ectly still. '\
Jim took the first tnck at watching on this
night, and things went along smoothly enough.
He was relieved by the scout, !rid then the
guide. took his gun, Wild finishing up in the early
mornmg.
Buckley appeared to be- in pretty good suirits,
and he thanked the scout when his hands were untied.
"It ain't pleasant to lay all night, even though
you sleep a little, when you have got your hands
tied as tight as mine was," he remaked, as he
looked at the ridges the rope had caused.
"Maybe it ain't. But you kin expect it every
night as long as you're with us," was the reply.
"All right. I'll be expectin' it."
Then after a rather early breakfast, they at
once set out to find the place where the Englishman had last been seen. All day long they kept
on the way, taking the horses that had belonged
to the slain villains with them, of course. Plenty
of game was started, and a few partridges were
shot by :Wild and his partners. Buckley seemed
much interested when he noticed how easily the
young deadshit could drop a bird with his rifle.
"I though1; I was a putty good shot," he declared, when he had seen as many as half a dozen
fall before the unerring aim of the boy, "but you
kin beat -me all holler, Young Wild West. You
kip shoot as straight as a die. You ain't missed
a shot."
"There's no need of missing if you try good and
hard," was the reply. "I never pull a trigger unless r am absolutely certain that the target is
covered."
"You made a good shot in the dark last night,
too, didn't you?"
"Oh, I don't know about that. When I shoot
with a revolver I seldom take aim. When I fired
last night it was from the hip. But the bullet
got therEJ.. did't it?"
"It sartinly did. It was Max Humper what got
his medicine then. He didn't amount to much,
anyhow, an' I s'pose he's a whole lot better off
dead."
"That's one way to look at it, Buckley."
That .night they camped in a convenient place,
and the next morning set out again. It was near
the middle of the afternoon when both the guide
and Buckley declared that the spot where the
Englishman's camp had been located must be very
close at hand. Both recognized certain landmarks, they said. It had been cloudy all day
long, and about this time the rain began to fajJ.
As they pushed on a little farther, Metz turned
to our hero in a confused sort of way and said :
"Say, there's been a mighty big change in this
part of the country since we left here."
"What do you mean by that?" Wild asked, in
•
sur prise.
Look at the trees what's been blowed down.
There must have been a tornado here, an' I'm
dead sartin that there used to be a high bluff right
over there. There's nothin' but a holler spot now,
an' a lot of pieces of rocks an' dirt."
"We must have lost our way," Buckley declared,
after he had looked around in a puzzled manner.
"This ain't nothin' like the place, yet right back
there I was sartin we W{l.S comin' straight for it."
Wild and his partners could see that the two
men were , sorely puzzled, and it began to look to
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him as if they were going to have a harder time
than they expected to find the camp of the Englishman.
But Young Wild West wp.s a believer in trying.
"Nothing Wfts ever accomplished without trying," was one of his mottoes, so he suggested that
they make a search. This they proceeded to do,
going in a circle, or,, as near to it as they could.
But when darkness came, with the rain falling
harder than ever, they were forced to admit that
they had r·ade no headway at all. Away up in
the Rock . .Juntains, many miles from anything
like a h aunation, the party went into camp, wet
and hungry. But it was not difficult to get a fire
going after a while, and they satisfied their
stomachs and proceeded to dry their clothing. It
rained all night, and when daylight came there
were no si~s of it ceasing.
Shortly before noon the rain ceased falling,
and then a tornado swept over that part of the
mountain{ causing trees to crash in every direction, whi c innumerable landslides occurred.
When the fury of the storm had abated SOI!)ewhat they all took a walk around.
A great change had been wrought, no doubt,
though they could not notice it very well.
Early in the afternoon they decided to leave,
for it was not raining, though there was a leaden
sky with no signs of sun whatever.
_
"Ain't makin' very good progress, are we,
Wild?" the guide ventured, as he shook his head
in a discouraged way.
"Never mind about that, Metz," was the 1·eply.
"We came out here to find the lost man, and
you can bet all you're worth that we're going
to find him, dead or alive."
"I like to hear you talk that way; but I'm
only speakin' the way I think. It sorter looks
to me as though · we ain't goin' to have no luck."
As the afternoon waned and they saw nothing
that looked like the place that had been described
by the guide and Buckley, they reluctantly sought
a place to pitch their camp for the night.
Ten minutes later Young Wild West brought
his sorrel stallion to a halt and pointing ahead,
exclaimed:
"What do you think of that? Here's the place
we left shortly after noon. I reckon we- have
been traveling in a circle."
"I know what's the matter," cried Chris Metz,
shaking- his head sadly. "I always felt_ that
some
· it would come to me. We're lost m the
Rocki to. that's what we are."

CHAPTER X.-The Luck a Grizzly Brought.
Young Wilp. West knew that there was a great
deal of truth in what the guide said, but he was
not 'the one to give up very easily.
"Never mind about that, Metz," he said, coolly.
"If we are lost that don't mean to say we won't
find our way back. We are goin.e: to keep right
on hunting- for Parker, lost or not."
"I'll stick to yer, Wild," the guide 1·etorted,
"but it may be a month afore we find jest where
we are. You have got a compass, I know, but
that don't say that we won't have to travel for
days afore we git anywhere. We don't know
whether we're anywhere close to the place where
me an' Buckley left the Englishman's camp

or net. S'pose you was to strike out due south.
Ain't it more than likely that we would come to
a canyon or chasm or somethin' of the kind, an'
have to turn one way or the other?"
"Y~m're looking at the mattei: in the very worst
way, Meiz. Don't say any more about it. It's
bad enough to have such disagreeable weather,
let alone thinking of what might happeri. I
am going to make the best of it to-night by
stopping right here where we were to-day. Probably the sun may shine to-morrow, and if it
does I reckon we ought to strike upon something
before night. Now, then, everybody keep cool."
If Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had been
going to say anything they did not do so, for
the way the boy spoke told them quite plainly that
he disliked to have anything more said about
them being lost in the Rockies.
They managed to start a good fire going, and
then the tent was erected and all hands proceeded
to do the regular work that was necessary in putting things in shape and taking care of the horses.
By the time this was done they were ready to eat,
so Wing, with the assistance of Hop, set about
to prepare the evening meal. The birds that had
been shot during the day were nicely broiled, and
some corn muffins were baked upon the coals.
With good coffee to wash· the eatables down, they
certainly were not lacking anything in that dh-ection. • After supper Wild sat down and soon
brought up the subject of their being lost.
"There ·won't be much use in hunting around
here until the sun comes out," he declared. "Metz
was right when he said if we started to find our
way by using a eompass we would be apt to run
against some impediment and be forced to turn
one way or the other. But I still think
are
going to find the missing man. Now then, I am
willing to listen to any sugestions any of you
have to make."
•
"I ain't got nothin' to say, ,vi!d," the .cout
retorted, with a shrug of the shoulders. "What
you say is all right, an' I know it. I'm willin'
to let it go at that."
"So am I," Jim Dart declared.
"I don't know as anything more could be said
what would amount to anything," the guide Yen- tured. "Maybe Buckley might know of somethin'
we oughter do."
"I don't know of a thing," the pri$one;i.· decla1·ed, with a shake of the head. "I've been
through the Rockies up this way putty well, but
I can't say that I know where I am now. I ain't
afraid we won't git somewhere after a while,
though, 'cause if the sun shines durin' the day
we'll be able to strike about any course we want
to go. Then agin, Young Wild West has got a
c-0mpass, so we're bound to come out somewhere,
that's sartin."
The weather remained di sagreeable all night.
Buckley was tied the same as the night before
and the following morning he 'was released and
breakfast was eaten. It was raining a little, but
the scout declared the wind had changed during
the night, and that it was likely to clear up soon.
n · was near noon when the sun shone through
the clouds, and then they decided to make another
search and try and find the spot where the Englishman's camp had been located. Wild had listened to what the guide and Buckley said about
it, and he felt that he would easily recognize the
place if he should come upon it, even though a
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change had been wrought by tornadoes and knew that the caree1· of the grizzly had come to
several landslides ..
a sudden end.
But the afternoon waned, and shortly be"I'm comin' down, Wild," Charlie shouted from
fore sunset the searchers again came to a halt above. "I reckon we'll take the pelt of that grizfor the purpose of putting up for the night. It zly back to town with us."
was a rough and hilly spot they stopped at. On
Then the scout disappeared from view, and a
one side was a steep cliff that reared itself many couple of minutes later he was seen making his
feet above them, while on the other was a preci- way downward. After him came Hop Wah, who
pice running on down into a rocky gorge. A was anxious to assist the scout in skinning the
little to the right of this near the natural path gl'izzly bear. Wild leaped upon the rock that
they had followed to get to this point was a slop- had overturned and lodged itself between two
ing hill imbedded with bill' rocks and bushes. others, and then dropping upon his hands and
Young Wild West had no sooner dismounted than knees, looked downward into the opening below.
he climbed to the highest point near at hand and There lay the grizzly stone dead about fifteen
took a look around. As he noticed a narrow feet from him. The boy saw that it would be
canyon many jeet below he thouirht of what quite easy to get down to it, but he waited for
Mrs. Parker had told him of her dream.
Charlie and the Chinaman to get there. Once
"I reckon I'll take a walk down to the foot they did he went on down, the two following him.
of the cliff, Jim," he said to Dart, who was unsad- As they got to the bottom of the gorge they
. dling his horse just then. "I want to get far found themselv~s directly in front of what seemed
enough down to look over into that little canyon." to be a passage that led somewhere. While it
"All right, Wild. Be careful and don't slip," might have been natural, there was something
was the reply.
about it that told them it was hardly altogether
The young deadshot laughed lightly at this, and so. As the three stood looking at it curiously a
then without another word proceeded to make queer-looking human being suddenly came out and
his way down among the rocks. He kept on until stared at them in amazement. He was a man
he reached the foot of the cliff. Then he leaped attired in a complete suit of skins, and the vacaht
from rock to rock an,p got to the other side of a look that shfme from his eyes told the astonished
gorge. As he passed"through some bushes a sav- trio right away that he was out of his head.
age growl came to his ears. Young Wild West
"Go away from here," he shouted, in a sh.rill
came to an abrupt halt. He knew what the growl voice. "I am the king of the mountains, ana no
meant. A grizzly was very close at hand. _ Not one dares come here."
having his rifle with him, he would have to depend
"Hold on, stranger," the young deadshot said,
upon his ever-ready revolver. He did not have as he stepped toward him, holding out his hand.
time to make up his mind just what course to "We are not going to hurt you. Just take it
pursue, for another growl was heard and then easy."
there was a crashing in the bushes within a
With a snarl like that of a wild beast the wild
few feet of him, and out came a hu1<e irrizzly, man, for such he might be called, sprang savwalking erect. The boy had not figured on the agely at the boy. But he was not quick enough
bear being so close to him, and jumping back- to effectively la-nd a blow, and before he was
ward, he fired quickly, sending the bullet straight aware of it Wild had tripped him and sent him
into the beast's breast. But the grizzly did not sprawling upon his back.
drop. Instead of doing that it seemed imbued
"Lend me a hand, Charlie," he called out, as
with more life and strength, and leaped fiercely the fellow began . to struggle fiercely. "I don't
at the boy.
want to hurt him, for he certainly is out of his
Wild turned his head to ~d a good fo_otinf, head, and doesn't know what he js doing."
and just then a blow from one of the grizzly s
"Right yer are," came the reply, and the scout
paws knocked the revolver from his grasp. He promptly pounced upon the struggling wild man
did not attempt to draw his other gun, but leaped and he was soon overpowered and tied so he could
upon a rock and strove to iret to the other side do no further harm. This had barely been acof the gorge. Crashing after him came the huge complished when a faint voice sounded from the
bear, with more speed than is usually credited der,ths of the passage.
to such animals. The boy looked over his shoulder
'What in thunder is that?" Cheyenne Charlie
and saw that the wounded creature was rapidly exclaimed, his eyes o-pening wide as he listened in
Ji:aining upon him. But he did not attempt to amazement.
use the revolver he still had in his possession.
"Hello, hello!" Wild answered.
He meant to wait until he got upon the last of
"Help, help!" came a faint call. "I am a pristhe rocks, and then open fire as the grizzly was oner in this cave."
"Great gimlets!" the scout exclaimed. "Wild,
about to leap to it. By doing this he hoped to
send it crashing to the bottom of the gorge. But I'll bet all I'm worth that it's the Englishman
he lipped just then, and before he knew it the what's callin'."
animal was almost in reach of him. But he
"Take it easy, Charlie," was the reply. "Just
scrambled to his feet, and getting a footing headed tie that fellow a little better and we'll go and see."
for the other side. Wild could feel the hot breath
The scout had brought a lariat with him, as
of the grizzly on his neck. He gave a spring and he always did upon such occasions, and it was
caught hold of a tree. At the same instant the but the work of a minute or two to fix the wild
rock oYerturned with the grizzly and it went man so he could not move a foot from the spot.
rolling backward. A shout from above caused Then the three boldly pushed their way into the
the young deadshot to turn his gaze that way, passage, and as they turned an angle they saw
and he saw Cheyenne Charlie leanin,g- over the a faint light ahead. Going toward this, they came
edge of the precipice, a rifle leveled downward. into a cave that was lighted at one end. EviCrang! A sharp report rang out and then Wild dences of some one occupying it were to be seen.
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There were heaps of skins piled up here and there, grasp and leaped down among the rocks. They
and in one corner they saw something moving. all saw his body strike a jagged point, and then
Young Wild West ran to the spot and found a turn over only to strike again upon another rock,
man fastened to the rocky wall by means of a and then he dashed headlong into a roaring torch;lin about his waist. The expression of the poor rent that disappeared under the earth through a
• fellow's face was ghastly, but tears of delight black-lookin_g- hole.
shone in his eyes when he saw the three stran"It's all right, Wild!" Charlie said, with a
gers.
solem~ shake of his head. "There wasn't no use
"Keep cool, stranger," the young deadshot said, . of his livin' any longer, anyhow. He didn't know
nodding reassuringly. "I reckon .you must be the what he was doin', an' he's better off dead."
man we are looking for."
The young deadshot was forced to think the
"I am Robert Parker," was the reply.
same way, but he said nothing. Not until he had
"I thought so. We came to find you, Mr. Parker. descendqd to the spot where the man had been
Your wife is waiting for you down in Virginia carried through by the underground and made
City."
certain that there was no possible chance of seeing
At this the captive became so overjoyed that he him again was he satisfied to leaive the spot. By
laughed a11d cried by turns, and wound up by the time he had done this and they got back to
fallin_g- in a dead faint.
the camp at the top of the cliff it was almost
"Hop," said the young deadshot, turning to the dark. Parker instantly recognized Metz, but he
clever Chinee, "you go back and get a file. You did not berate him one bit for havhig deserted
will find one somewhere, I reckon. We have got him. He was given proper food, and when he had
to use it in order to get this man free from the finished eating he asked for a pipe and some tochain."
bacco. This was supplied him, and then he told
"Me gottee one in um pockee, Misler Wild," was his story in detail. But there was really nothing
the quick reply.
more to add in the main than has already been
"Oh, you have, eh? Never thought of that. You said, so it is hardly necessary to state it. That
generally have about everything that is needed." night was the happiest one in camp the EnglishCharlie took the file and began awinr• away man had even participate · , he declared, and it
upon one of the chain links. It was soft • 1 and certainly was a happy one to our friends as well.
cut readily, and soon the unconscious Eng hman Even Buckley seemed to be enjoying it.
wa.s released. Wild and Charlie picked him up
"Well, Metz," the young deadshot said the foleasily and carried him out from the passa~ into lowing morning when they were ready to set out
the open air. The wild man was lying on his side, to return, "I'll admit that we were lost yesterday,
and when he saw them he growled savagely, re- but it didn't last very long. Somewhere in the
minding them very much of a grizzly. Parker near neighborhood was the camp you and Parker
soon revived, and he at once · began plying_ his were stopping at. Things have been changed up
rescuers with questions concerning his wife. They this way, but I reckon we'll be able to find our
were answered readily and in a very satisfactory wav back now."
manner, too, and he began to improve in looks
''I reckon so," was the reply, "an' I'm mighty
rl~ht away. His story briefly summed up was glad of it."
that he had found that his guides had deserted
Right after breakfast Parker was supplied with
him after robbing him of the money he had with on~ of the horses that had belonged to the villains,
him, and in going about in search of them the and they all set out for Virginia City.
strange wild man had come upon him and capAlong toward night they came upon the mountured him before he had a chance to defend him• tain trail they had been following on their way
self. Since that time he had been held a prisoner -up, and then they knew there would be no more
in the cave, the wild man feeding him berries and trouble about finding the way. Two days later
raw meat.
they came in sigh of the town they were making
"It was a terrible experience," he declared. "I for, and as they neared the outskirts Buckleyhave no idea how long I have been here, but it turned to our hero and said:
seems to be a year."
"Youn~ Wild West, what are you goin' to do
"Not Quite as long as all that, Mr. Parker;' with me?'
Wild answered, smilingly. "It is only a matter
"Well, Buckley, I reckon I am going to let you
of a couple of weeks or so. You will soon be back go. Everything has been explained, and since you
with your wife now, so cheer up."
have promised to be good the rest of your days, I
"I feel as happy as a king," the man declared, think I will give you a chance. Here are your
delightedly. "Oh, for a cup of good coffee or weapons. Take your horse and the horses that
something to revive me."
belong to your com1>,anions, with the exception of
"You will have that right away. Come on."
the one Parker is riding, and light out:''
"What are you goin' to do with the wild man?"
It is needless to say that the rascally fellow wa~
Charlie asked.
glad of such an opportunity. He thanked the boy
"That's a: puzzling question," was the reply. over and over again, and there were tears in his
"But I reckon we had better take him with us." eyes when he bade them all adieu and struck out
"I don't see what we want to do that for."
in a direction opposite to the town. It was a
"Well, we should do it, anyhow. Untie his happy meeting between the Englishman and his
feet."
·
wife, as might be supposed. Young Wild West
The scout was not long in doing this. Then .;had made good his word, and the missing man had
the skin-clothed man was lifted to his feet. He been found.
,_,
appeared to be perfectly docile, and hung his head
as Charlie pulled him along.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
But suddenly he uttered a shriek, and with re- WEST ELECTED A CHIEF; or, ARIETTA
markable quickness freed himself from the scout's AND THE PAPOOSE."
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CHAPTER XII.
Dora Vane Pays Tom Sedley a Visit.
The report her father brought of Tom's condition only made her more anxious and distressed.
The gratitude she felt toward him for having
saved her life increased fourfold, and perhaps
a warmer, feeling, of which she was unconscious,
began to make itself manifest way down in the
secret depths of her fresh young heart.
At any rate, her woma1.ly sympathy was
aroused for Tom. His bright, manly face, as it
had looked into hers the night previous, before
he set out for the ruins, was constantly before
her, and we are not sure but her beautiful eyes
were many times that afternoon wet with tears
as she thought of her brave rescuer on his bed
of pain and fever.
Dora, who had not yet thought of resuming
her place at the mills, certainly passed a restless
afternoon, and finally, a'bout five o'clock, dressed
herself for the street and made her way to the
Jones's cottage, where she was permitted to see
Tom for a few moments.
·
The brief interview had a 1·eviving effect on
both the young people. The touch of her gentle
fingers seemed to give Tom new life, while the
cheerful look the boy gave to his own condition
made Dora quite happy.
..
Tom told her he had recovered the copper case,
but the intelligence, while it pleased her, seemed
to be of Jess importance than the knowledge that
he himself felt better and hoped to be all r 1t
in a few days.
"I am sorry," said Tom, ';but as Dr. Jones is
out you will not be able to get the box, a s it is
locked up in his desk." ·
"There is no hurry," she replied. "I am very,
very grateful to you for making uch an effort
in my behalf, and I can carcely forgive myself
when I think that it was for my sake you have
suffered this illness."
And as she spoke she unconsciously caressed
the boy's hoUorehead with her Jittle white hand.
"Don't let that worry you, Miss Vane," he answered.
"Please don't call me Miss Vane; it sounds
ao formal."
"What shall I call you?" he asked, looking earnestly into her face.
"To you," she answered, sqftly, looking down
at the bedspread, "I shall always be Dora."
The words, almost whispered, seemed to thrill
him through and through. He didn't a11swer, but
simply looked at her as though she were some
bright vision that he wished could always be near
him.
"If she was only my sister," he thought, which
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only went to show that he did not uncierstand hii::
own feelings on the subject. And did she wish
he was her brother? Perhaps she did. But then
it's pretty hard to analyze a girl's thoughts.
The appearance of Mrs. Jones at this point
interrupted a very interesting situation, and
Dora had to take her leave.
The academy boys, when they heard about Tom
Sedley's misfortune, as a rule expressed sym-pathy for the gallant younl!' foreman of Volunteer No. 1. There were exceptions, of course.
Percy Jewett and Nick Nipple, for instance.
Percy hadn't got over the shock his dignity had
suffered at the hands of Ike Hurley at the warehouse fire.
Not only had he played a very insignificant
part in the conflagration, second even to his own
crony, Nick Nipple, but the school fire apparatu,.;
had been outshone by the new town boys' company
-Volunteer No. 1.
Besides, wherever he went he heard the people
talking about Tom Sedley-a boy he particularl:·
disliked, and now, for no cause whatever, he hat!
begun to hate.
He hated him because he was jealous that any
boy should receive more consideration than himself.
"It makes me sick," he said to Nick, in a dis. contented tone, "the way people are praising up
that fellow. Who is he, anyway?"
"Caleb Brown's boy-of-all-work," suggested
Nick, slyly.
'
"That's just what he is. He isn't fit for anything better than store or farm work. I guei;s
he'll work on a farm when Brown dies and he ha8
to shift for himself."
"Or L a small store, like that lobster that blew
into town the other day," said Nick.
"You mean the fellow they call Soup Greens?"
"That's what."
"He's a pretty fre sh kid for a new arrival. Hr
dragged a hose over my foot at the fire, and I
came near punching hiril for it."
"Why didn't you?''.
"Because I didn't care to lower myself before
1,he crowd."
Nick's eyes danced. He thought he knew another and better reason why Percy refrained
from thumping 1',-eyer Suppegreenz, but he knew
bettel"' than to mention it.
"I guess you won't stand much show with Dora
Vane, the pretty mill girl, after this," said Nick,
ta:ntalizingly.
"vVhy won't I?" a sked Percy, who thought any
girl, especially one not his equal socially, should
look upon it as an honor if he chose to notice her.
"Oh, you know how girls are. She's bound to
be partial to Tom Sedley since he saved her life."
1
' Oh, I don't know.
Miss Vane is something
above the ordinary for a poor girl, or I shouldn't
have-taken the trouble to notice her. She wouldn't think of g~tting on familiar terms with such
a fellow as Sedley."
"Don't you be so sure of that," said Nipple,
with a grin.
"You give me a pain, Nick Nipple," said Percy,
sneeringly. "Dora Vane is no fool. She knows
the difference between such a fellow as Tom Sedley, poor store clerk, with no prospects in life,
and the son of a rich man."
"Maybe she does. But I heard her mother was
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left in the soup for marrying a clerk in preferenc e
to a wealthy merchant ."
"She did? Well, that's a good reason why_:Miss
Dora won't do what her mother did. Money
counts these days every time. I'm going to invite
Miss Vane to our next entertainm ent and make
the fellows all jealous," said Percy, with a smirk
of satisfactio n.
"I'd laugh if she wouldn't come," snickered
Nick, who seemed to be in a tantalizin g humor.
"Don't you fret about that. She'll come , all
right. It wiU give her a chance to hold her head
over the other girls at the mill. That's what girls
like."
"Look out that Frank Spencer or Will Drake
don't cut you out."
"They'd better not try it, that's all," said Percy,
.with an ugly frown.
"This is a free country, isn't it?"
"What of it? I won't have those chaps butting
into my affairs. If I_ escort Miss Vane to the
academy on our next occasion Spencer, Will
Drake and some others, too, will whistle for a
dance from her, you can bet on that."
Nick Nipple only grinned. He was thinking.
And what his thoughts were about wouldn't have
made Percy particula rly happy.
At the very monient Percy and Nick were hav-ing their confidential chin, Tom Sedley was lying
awake, in the glow of the early afternoon sunshine, in the second· floor back spare chamber of;
the Jones cottage.
It was the day following Dora's visit, and for
the third or fourth time Tom was going over
every little point of that interview which had
been so sweet to him.
,
If Percy Jewett had only had a bird's-eye view
of what had transpire d on that occasion, we doubt
if he would have been quite so tios1tive about the
young lady's feelings toward himself.
Mrs. Jones had been unexpecte dly called away,
and as the doctor was always visiting his patients
at ·that hour Tom was quite alone. But then he
was much better; besides he expected Suppegre enz
any moment.
•
"She's a dear sweet girl," m~ed Tom, with his
eyes closed. "I wonder if she'lf call· to-day?"
It was while these gentle thoughts were passing through his mind that he heard a sj;ealthy
step ascending the stairs.
"That's Suppegre enz," he thought, with a faint
grin, "trying to plant his number tens down as
softly as he can. Everybod y seems to come up as
gently ar; they can for. fear of disturbing me.
But that isn't Mr. Brown's way. I'm glad I'm
not stretched out over the store. I guess my
nerves would be on the b~ce all the time."
Even the chamber door was left ajar that he
might not be disturbed .
Had Tom Sedley's nature been at alt suspicious
he might have fancied that the quiet, st'?"lthy
tread of the comer spoke of mischief.
.
.
But the boy wasn't . thinking of anythmg evil
at that moment.
·
He simply turned his head toward the door and
waited.
.
He was willing-to bet it was Suppegre enz.
The sound stopped at the door. There was a
pause and then the door began slowly to open.
"Dear old fellow he thinks I'm asleep," and
Tom laughed soft.Iy' to' himself.

Then a head was cautiousl y inserted tlirough
the half open doorway. As the intruder turned
his face toward the bed Tom felt a chill go
through his body. It was 'not the face of Suppegreenz, it was the evil countenan ce of the darkfeatured man-Ma rk Helstone.

CHAPTE R XIII.
•

How Tom Sedley Kept Faith With Dora.
Mark. Helstgne, seeing that Tom was awake
and had recognize d him, entered the room without
further delay and closed the door.
"Well, young man;" he said, with a sarcastic
smile, "you see, we meet again."
The rascal's face bore evidences of t~e pummeling he had received from Suppegre enz and
was not improved thereby.
•.
"What brings you here?" asked the boy, slowly.
"Business ," replied the dark-feat ured man, laconically.
·
"I supposed you had left the town for good."
"Did you?"
The speaker laughed wickedly.
"You have a great nerve to show yourself about
in· the open day. I only l1ope one of the consta- '
bles--"
"I'm not worrying about the sleepy cops of this ~
toWl}. The gun I carry will stand them off eary
enough. You are alone, I think?"
Tom said nothing. He was aware of that fnct.
This ras<!al had aP.peared at an awkward moment- for him. Stlll, Suppegre enz was due any
minute, and there was hope in that reflection. It
was not a hard thing for him to guess that the
fellow had come in the hope that by some means
he might lay his hands on the copper case.
"Tom Sedley, yqiii. have ~ven me a great deal
of trouble since I came to this town. And ·w hat
have you gained by it? I want to know what you
have done with that copper case."
1111,'You won't find out from me," said Tom,
sffirdily, though in a weak voice.
"Tom Sedley, I will make it an object to you.
I know more about your personal history than
you dream of-far more than you know yourself.
Tell me where I can lay my hands on that box; or
the paper itself, and I will tell you something
that will put money-a good bit of it--mone y
that you have been swindled out of-into your
pocket. Think well before you refuse. To you
this will means nothing, to me it is everythin g.
Give me the informati on I ask and I will put the
power in your hands that will make your guardian, Caleb Brown, cringe and whine at your feet.
Think of it, young man. He has brow-bea ten and
imposed on you since you were five years of age.
The chance to get back at him is now within your
reach."
'.'That you and M;:r:- Brown are acquai~te d I
believe to be true," said Tom, "therefor e It 1s possible you may know facts which I have often suspected, but which are dark to me. But the price ~
you demand makes any bargain between us impossible."
"In what way does the price concern you?"
(To be continued )
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GOOD READING
BATHTUB NOW TOM-TOM
The days of wooden bathtubs are gone, and
with them the last wooden bathtub in the stock
of a wholesale J?rocery and general mel'ch..dise
,house at Independence, Kan. This particular item
pf menhandise had been shelf goods since the
advent of galvanized iron tubs.
The tub was sold to an Indian from Oklahoma,
who had searched for one two years and in two
States. He wanted it to make a big' tom-tom.
REMOVE BOLT FROM LUNG
The J etferson Hospital bronchoscope scored another triumph when by its means a carriage bolt,
one and a half inches lonl? and an eiJrht'1 of an
inch in thickness, was taken from the lung of Roy
Kreuger, eleven, of Frankfort, Ill.
The boy was accompanied to Philadelphia by
his mother who said he inhaled the bolt three
months ago and stoically refused to tell his parents ·until a severe cough developed a week ago.
The boy was also stoieal in the operation preliminaries. He displayed no emotion but curiosity. Shown the bolt after its removal he exclaimed, "Gee, how did I. swallow that?"
BEAR MISTAKES BALD HEAD FOR STONE
Dr: Dudley Roberts, consulting physician, 'of
New York C1ty, will have a scaf on his forehead
to remember Glacier National Park by, according
to Irvin S. Cobb.
Dr. Ro.berts, with his son; Cobb and Jim Whilt,
the Rocky Mountain poet-guide, were fishing in
the wilds of Glacier Park. They camped at the
Snowshoe ranger cabin, and one of the · fl.rat
things they noticed were bear tracks. In the
night Dr. Roberts awoke with a yell. The others
secured a flashlight, which revealed Dr. Roberts
with blood streaming down his face and a young
black bear disap_p earing in haste.
While he dressed Dr. Roberts's head with thQ
aid · of his medicine kit, Cobb concluded the bear
probably had been looking for food and turned
over the doctor's _bald head with his paw, thinkrock under which ant-s were plentiful,
in~ it
instead of_the head of a ma~ wise on germ lore.

a

RADIO "RECORDS"
An innovation in broadcasting was recently an- .
nounced by the Vienna press. It is the invention
by the Austrian scientist and X-ray expert,
Moreno Levy, and the engineer~ Frank J,oeritzo,
which they say makes possible the fixing of
broadcast sounds , as if by ,a gramophone record
and the rendering of them iater at will any mun·
her of times.
The principal part of t'he invention consists of
disks on which the broadcast sounds are recorded
by a spiral consisting, not of deeper or shallower
impressions as on a gramcphone rec91d, but of
continuous line of points more or less strongly
megnetized accor~ to the strenll:th or quantity
.
of the sound.
It is also possible to run down only certain
parts of this record, skipping others. The disks
are demagnetized by a simple process and may be
used ' again. •
The inventors do not declare they have discovered any new principle, but have combined known '
elements into something decidedly novel.

a

STILL IN SP ANISii JAIL
The Spanish prisoner is well enough to write
again. No one knows how many years ago it is
since he was first incarcerated ill the Barcelona
jail, dying and hopeless, but with his fortune, in
the shape of cashier checks on an American bank,'
safely hidden in a secret pocket of his portmanteau. Yet he still is hopeful that soine gullible
American will provide the $3,000 which is all that
· is necessary to free his luggage and deliver into
the hands of his rescuer checks for $360,000, onethird of which he is invited to retain as a reward.
Less than a month ago the New York Tim68
called attention to the old swindle which, in years
gone by, has yielded thousands and thousands of
dollars to its perpetrators.
Now to the Times comes a letter f.rom a clothing ·merchant in Fairmont, W. Va., enclosing all
the documents in the swindle as they were forwarded to him after he had pretended to have
been impressed. Most interesting is a paragraph
in his letter in which he says that his father recalls having received the exact duplicate of the
present corresponden(¥) some thirty years ago.
The precise year when the swind~e started is
lost in the recesses of the past. It 1s on i·ecord,
however, that it was tried more than a generation ago, and it appears to be successful just oft. en enough to give the old prisoner courage to continue sending out his appeals.

T BY FOREST FIRES
.
FUR CROP HARD.HI
A s):J.ortage of fur m the Northwest i~ feared
because of the widespread fores~ :fires which _have
swept areas from Northern British Columbia to
Southern Oregon. · The dense s_moke ~ame at a
time when most of the fur bearmg a~mals were
rearing families of young. The burning of ~derbrush and the forest floor destroyed mice,
insects and cones which form the food of fur
. "Moving P~cture Stories"
bearers.
Many small animals were destroyed by the A Weekly Ma&'azlne Devoted to l"hotovlays and l"layera
smoke entering their dens and burrows. Others
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
-driven out into the open fell victims to larger
number contains Three Stories of the Best Films
beasts of prey. Water fowl freauenting bog-a onEach
the Screen-Elegant Half-tone S9enes from the. Plays
and marshes, food for mink and ermine, left .when -Interesting Articles About Promrnent Jj'eople Ill the
Filll\s-Doings of Actors a,:i.q Actresses m the Studio
the smoke -pall formed and the li'apless Iur bear- and
Lessons in Scena1·lo Writing.
ers were unable to nurture their litters. It
HARR¥ E. , WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
will be years, say fur buyers, befo11e the normal
New York Cit/
166 West 23d Street
aupply can be naturally restored,
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
200 SPARROW S ATTACK AUTO.
.
A flock of more than two hundred ~nghsh
sparrows suddenly attacked the sedan driven by
Frank Stewart, of Hackensack , N. J., as he was
driving with his :family along the Sparta Road.
Stewart had to stop the car and shield his J:iead
and face from the fluttering wings of the birds.
Scores of sparrows beat themselves to death
against the car and inside the car. Many lay
dead in the road after the unusual assault.
BIRDS USING MAIL BOXES
Rural Carrier Messer, Unity, Miss., says that
fully a dozen mail boxes on his route have be~n
preempted this year by wrens, who have bmlt
their nests in the boxes and refuse to leave. One
far:rper solved the problem by getting them to
move by putting a bird cote on the same post, to
which he l'IlOVed the nest and young. Mr. and
Mrs. Wren accepted the .new bungalow.
STARTED TO SMOKE AT 80
Ezra Meeker, the man who traveled the Oregon
trail in the early days and who de1:1anded ~ ten
year contract last spring when he signed with a
Wild West show is very proud of his age and of
the fact that he'is spry at ninety-two. Recently,
however, he met a rival.
.
While the show was in Newark, N. J., a youngish
looking old man came up to meet Ezra Meeker.
After they bad exchanged pleasantrie s, the newcomer informed the old scout he Wll;S 100 years
old. Meeker noticed his new a~qu~mtan c~ was
smoking cigarets. Erza asked him if he did not
find them harmful.
"No,"· was the reply, as he took an _extra,, long
pull, "and I've used 'em since I was e1g-hty.
ICEBOX OPERATE D BY HEAT
An artificial icebox that operates like a coffee
percolator and generates cold from heat has been
invented by two young Swedish engineers of the
Stockholm Institute of Technology , Carl Munters
and Baltzar von Platen. When heated at on_e
point, either by 11:as, electricity or. kerosene, ~t
cools the usual kind of food chest and for ordinary household purposes needs to be run only a

few h·ours a clJl.y. When operated with .e:as at
the Stockholm prices it produces the equivalent
effect of 8 vounds of ice at the cost of one cent,
and in view of the mild winter and the consequent shorta.e:e of natural ice facin.e: the country,
the new invention comes most opportunely .
The constructio n of the new ice chest is extrem•y simple. It has no movable, mechanical
parts, no pistons, fans, pumps, ventilators , or
any .e:ears to get out of order. The action is initiated by heat which sets an ammonia solution in
motion in a small boiler. The ammonia then
vasses throu.e:h condensatio n tubes, and while
trickling- down a .e:enerator moves with hydro.e:en
and bv thus evaporating - absorbs enou.e:h heat to
cool the food in the refrigerato r. In a third
cylinder, called the "absorber," the ammonia is
washed free from the hydrogen and then percolates down through a set of tubes into the boiler
again, where the heat once more sets it in motion. While this action is kept up the refrigeration l)roces.; continues. To effect the condensation running water has so far been used, but an
air cooling system is being devised by the inventors.
For the launching of the new idea the Royal
Board of Trade has granted a loan of 300,000
kroner and manufactu ring has already started on
a commercia l scale.
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CURRENT NEWS
READ BIBLE IN RELAY~ IN 55 HOURS
A'ND 47 MINUTES
The reading of the entire Bible aloud and
without pause has been accomplished by a group
of Seventh Day Adventists, in Boston, in fiftyfive hours and forty-seven minutes. The race
against time was ended to-day in the Adventist
Temple on Warren Street, where more than a
score of readers had been at their breath-taking
endeavors since last Monday. The time of completion was said to break all records.
The readers worked in relays. The Rev. Robert
S. Fries, minister of the church, read the closing
verses of the Revelation of St. John the Divine,
with the little audience joining him.
Mr. Fries arranged the test, he said, to show
that intelligent reading of the Bible could be
completed in little more time than that of a
popular novel.
TO MAKE A HECTOGRAPH
A hectograph is a pad composed of gelatin and
-glycerin and is u sed for marking impressions of
writings and drawings. This l)ad is made in the
propo1·tions of one ounce of gelatin to six and
one-half ounces of glycerin. These two ingredients should be allowed to mix by slow heating
for several hours over a vessel filled with hot salt
water. When thoroughly melted the mixture is.
poured into a long, shallow pan and allowed to
harden, when it will have a smooth, even surface.
A special copying ink is needed, which can be
bought at a stationery store. The matter to be
copied is written and placed face down ard on
the pad. After a short period the imprint of the
writing will be transferred to the pad. About
100 copies may be made by placing blank paper
over the tracings on the pad and rubbing gently,
thus transfering the impression. The pad may
- be cleaned for another impression with a soft
sponge and water, and it may be melted and
poured over again when the surface becomes
rough and uneven.
WILL RECLAIM 2,000 ACRES
The reclamation of 2,000 acres of land as the
initial step in a comprehensive plan of civic development, to cost about $27,000,000 in its entirety is to be undertaken shortly on the southern shore of Lake Pontchartrain, just north of
New Orleans, by the city and State through the
Board of Levee Commissioners of the Orleans
Levee District.
The initial development of 2,000 acres will extend from what is known as West End to the
entrance of the Industrial Canal. The land reclaimed will be divided into public parks and
parkways, sections for home sites and sections
for hotel sites. The land will be protected by
seawalls or breakwaters and jetties, the imJ>rovements to be developed in accordance with
the most modern ideas for city planning. There

will

be provided lai,ge boulevards, bathing
beaches and all modern public utilities, such as
seweui.ge, water, gas and electric service. Five
or six years will be required for completing the
project.
The Levee Board is advertising for its first
contract, embodying 10,000,000 cubic yards 01
d.Jedging.
MAINE OWL MET DEATH PICKING ON A
MAN
The forest and its animal denizens hold no
terrors for Grant Crowell, young in years, but
old in experience as a lumberjack, river diver
and general woodsman, says an Auburn. Me ..
dispatch in "The Los Angeles Times."
One of the most ·thrilling adventures of Crowell's life was enacted recently. For se~ral
months a huge "man-eating" owl at Grand Lake
had made night attacks on a number of nien,
one being injured severely by the claws and the
beak of the big bird, and others having been cut
about the hands and body.
Crowell had been attacked three times. At
the first attack Crowell had no firearm or knife
as a means of protection. The owl fastened his
claws in his shoulders and started biting him
with its beak. Crowell ra:i as fast as he could
for the water, dived in . " tJ.i.e bird released its
claws.
Crowell found si.me stones and threw them at
the tree in which the owl was secreted until the
bird vanished.
On the second attack Crowell was carrying a
rifle. While reconnoitering in the woods the owl
attacked him, fastening its claws to his le2:s.
Crowell. as quickly as he could, fired, but the
bird flew between the thickh growing trees and
escaped, although Crowell sent three bullets in
rapid succession at the marauder.
For two weeks Crowell sought the bird each
night. But the owl could not be seen and Crowell
ceased his search. Two nights following the decision to abandon the rifle Crowell was fishing
when suddenly the big bird swooped down and
jabbed at him viciously with his beak, tearrng
out a piece of his sweater.
Crowell used the fishing rod as a weapon and
Swung at the owl, but missed. The owl succeeded in f~stening its claws into his sweater
again, this time tearing into his flesh. The beak
also · tore a big gash in his left arm.
Crowell squirmed and struggled to free himself,
wielding the butt of the fishing rod with all his
strength. One particularly vicious blow from the
butt of the rod knocked the owl loose. Although
evidently stunned, the owl tried to escape. but
Crowell pursued the creature of the air and
rained blows on it. Finally the owl fell dead.
The head of the bird had been crushed.
On taking an inventory of his wounds Crowell
found he had been cut in six different places,
and his sweater and underwear had been torn
almost to shreds. The.owl measured five feet
eight inches from tip to tip of its wings. Only
one owl larger than that killed by Crowell was
ever captured.
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WORK & WIN

FROM_· ALL POINTS

Stories About Fred Fearnot MOTOR CARS NOW OUTNUMBER PHONES
There are now 2,000,000 more motor car,s tnan
telephones in use in the United States, according
to statistics recently announced by the Western
Electric Company. A census by- this comp,my
shows 17,740,236 motor cars in operation, as
compared with 15,:169,454 telephones, or 100 motor cars for every eighty-six telephones in the
•
United States.
In France the proportion is even more startling. There the latest figures show 573,967 motor cars in operation compared with 524,592 telephones, or 100 motor cars to every eighty-one
telephones.
HOME GROWN MENTHOL TO CURE COLDS
An all-American cold cure, • based on homesn-own menthol, is a possibility held out by the
Bureau of Plant Inddustry of the United States
Department of Agriculture. Inasmuch as menthol is now imported at a cost of more than a
million dollars annually, Governmental botanists
point out that menthol-bearing mint plants can
be made a profitable crop if properly cultivated
in reJ1:ions where the climate is suitable. Experimental plantings in various parts of the
United States ··during the past year have shown
that the mint does not produce a high enough
l)ercentage of mel).thol in Southern States, but
in the cooler and moister Northern States its
culture can be made to pay.

•

MEXICO'S GREAT COTTON ACREAGE
Lying to the east and north of Torreon and ·
comprising about 1,000,000 acres, is the largest
cotton producinJ? region of Mexico. Originally
a desert waste, the Laguna district has gradually . been made richly productive by irrisration.
The land is divided into tracts of 30 to 100 acres
banked with dikes of varyinJ? height. During
the flood season· the water from the river is
turned upon these tracts, sometimes to a depth
of several feet. When the supply of water permits the process is repeated. The sediment deposited by each flooding renders the use of commercial fertilizer unnecessary. In fertility of
soil and crops produced the Laguna district is
often compared to the valley of the Nile.
STATE GETS NEW PARK SITE
The State Conservation Commission today announced it had accepted the deed for public park
and recreation purposes of approximately 17 4
acres. of land atop Prospect Mountain, near Lake
George village. The land has been given to the
State by George Foster Peabody and includes
the top of the mountain and the right of way
of the form er funicular railway from base to
peak.
The view from the mountain top is considered
one of the finest in the State, and a cupola of the
hotel there long has been used by the commission
as a fire observation sta~on. Two wagon roads
and a trail along the old railway line place the
top of the mountain within easy walking distance
of the village.

we

can still supply the following numbers of the
"Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each

1336 li'r e d 1'' earnot·s Search tor Smlth; or, The Man Who
Could Not Be Found.
1337 " At the Fair: or, Shaking Tbings Up at Shairtown.
1338 " Hunted; or, .A Plot That Was Hara ,o Solve.
1339 " and the Boy Boxer; or, Giving a Pugilist
Points.
1340 " Temperance Play; or, Filfhting Drink with the
Drama.
1341 " Death Sllde; or, Down. tbe Great Mountain
Flume.
1342 " Call bx WlreleH; or, the Friend Who Pl~yed
·
him falae.
1343 " and the Queer Quartette; or, Jim . Jack, Joe
and Jerry.
13« " and the Girl Telegrapher; or, Fighting the
•
Train Thieves.
1345 " Try for Goal; or.,_ Winning In the Last MomenL
1 ~~6 ;; lndlnn Boy{· or 1..:lvlllzlng a Savage.
1"~ 7
Grent Sacr 1!ce I or, .All for the Sake of a
Friend.
1348 " and "Tired Tim": or, The Lnzleet Bov In Town
1349 " Football Glnnte: or, Handling a H envy Line. •
1350 " Exploring Trip: or, .A Week In th e Cry stal
Caves.
1351 " and th,. Fur Hunters; or, A Trip to HudMn'I
.
&~
1352 '• Long Pnssb· or, The Play That Puzzled All
at · the
Again
Up
or,
lll53 " and the " utch Flyer":
•
· champion Skater.
WaniStrange
Hlndoo'e
13M " Mystic Mark: or, The
lng.
1~ " Ice Cutter; or, The Fasteet Boat on the Lake
1356 " and the Bov Millionaire; or, On the Roa4
to Ruin .
1357 " •Hocke:v Winn ers; or, A Hot Game on the Ice.
1358 " F~~~-J:.~:in:Jlde; or, The Toboggan In_ the
1359

"

WJ:!g~f Danger: or, Dealing with the Wharf

1360

"

In the Gym; or, Winter Sport with College
Boys.
nJa~~Tt~urled Gold; or, Flglltlng the Mexican

1361

"

Ocean Voyage; er, The Mystery ot Stateroom
No. 10.
Hundred-Mlle Race: or. Ten Hours on 8katee.
and the Shipping Clerk; or, Saving an H on<'Bt
Hoy.
1366 " nnd "Hard Luck Harry"; or, The Boy Who wee
Always In Trouble.
1367 . .. L1iff:il:_lng Drive: or, The Champions of the
1362

"

1363 "
13M "

1368

"

1369

"

1370

"

1371

"

1372

"

and the Indian Queen; or, Th e "Bnd" Men of
the Tradlnll' Post.
Crose Country Run: or, Wlnnlnll' the Great
.
Paper Chase.
Training Trip; or, In the South with a B a seball Nine
and Little Dick : or, Th e Trials e f 8 Poor
Working Boy.
B~:::i!'.I Giants; or, Winning the Opening
or,

Brave

W ork

On

the

1373

"

B'Weac~fe- Save rs;

1371

"

at L on e Pine: or Th e M y ste r y or the l\Ioo n shlna
,
Cnmp.
Playln.g.the Game; or, Out With Hie New Nine.
Road Riders: or, .Ru s tling With Roughs.
and the Battery Bl> y s ; or, Afte r the Wh,u·f Reta.
Clever C urves: or. ll<'ntiug Out th e B a tsmen
•
I s la nd Myste r y: or . Cam pi ng i n Ca na da .
BoJ· Ma r vel ; or, R;i n g-in g; 0ut n Young l'itcheie
•
H a rd Pull ; o r ; Winn l n or t h P l'iin gl e l'ir ul lll.
Among the T'oo r : o r . Th P n nrk !"Id e or Life.

1375 "
1376 "
1377 "
H78 "
1379 "
1380 "
1381 "
1382 "

Any of the above numbers wtll be malled to :,oa
postage free, upon receipt of the price 1n money, ••
postn1:e stumps.

HARRY E. WOLFF. PUBLISHER. INC.,
166 \Vest 23rd Street,

New Yerk. N. Y.

THE TEDDY CAMERA

Every Boy His Own Toy Maker INVISIBLE INK
1

11l1',M

:.~•~~~:~
Greatest boya• book
wrltTon. Tel11 how to 1J&geSoan bewrtt-. ,
make a Plnholo Cam- ten with this Ink

~r.:'ad?!°i!1e=:'.

Boomerang, Telegrap
Instrument, Box Kite,
Tai ktn Machine .
M1croscope. Eleotrlo h-fotor. Electrto
Door Bell, Water Wheel. Paddle
Ran. a pair or Skis,. a Do~ Sled,
Bird House, Rabbit • ard, etc. e ..
PRICE,

ffl"'/;o,~081 ~1:~:iff:;

3.!°1~J.._
~~~!':
cannot be seen un-

you

\:
tnow the
less
secret. Invaluable
tor many reasons.
Keep YOUTpootals and other prlvate memorandulllS' away from
prying eyes. Great 1110 ror

f~!~a~iif!~O:~J~~fe. Only

JAPANESE ROSE BUSHES
The Wonder of the World

rou• d. Just
Japao... Roso Bushes I l l - all tll• tlllakol It. Six weeb alter pw,tln&' the seed, the pw,tl wW
be ln tufl ••--• It may mot Rem possible, but we Poll•

..::=~:=~~~1!:..:':d !t! di~~==~

, bush will be a maaa ef ......, Nada• &om Ive hu1adred to
a thoutalld rose, f f ach bush. The !Olll'f!n are ta. three ahada

==;,~~~~:.~ .J:::=-:::.~==

packetol....t.

1"11-, &Oo-3pklo.lN:ZSO_..._

Kissing PermltAllandoome

metal badge,

ntokel plated.
lllat you can

wear, 1lvlnii
7ou nm out

False Mustache
Bereyouare,(f)

boys! Juot the
\hln1 for &little

.

:~=:"'~ ..
and oU b:s...a.

or all propor11011 _, lta

twlnklJnii. Uta
or fll1l putt!Dii
one on 1D a

each, J tor

=!!b1i~zC1:;~:!=~
minat.rw,l • owa.,_ cbaradff, tabluus, et..
~=•mrclp~;:.~ :S.,::t·

r.m\:cr.;

25c. or 12
hr7ScpNt•
paid •.

orow4 of

0

Microphone Transmitter Button

MAGICIAN'S

OUTFIT

KANGAROO
HUNT ING.

L IT T L E A D S

Lamb- like as is
the face of the Write to Riker & King, Advert ising
Offices, 630 Broad.way1 tjew_Y or~ City, or_29
kangar oo, tender East Madison Street, Chicag
o, frw particu lars about ad11ertis1ng
"' thu magaM e
and soft as are
his ey(!s, he is by
CO!IIE
TO
FLORI
AGENTS WANT ED
DA-1\fa rry lonely
Wealthy. League, Box 39, Oxford,maiden.
no mean s as I'LL
Fla.
PROYE to you that you can make $96
ir e n t I e
as he
a week tnkinic orders for Jenning s Guarlooks.
Like the ant~d Hosiery . I furnish complet e eQuip- MARRY IF LONEL Y "Home Maker"' : httn•
dreds rich: relh1hle, years experien ce: de•
ment and otrer YOU an E•sex Conch without
heathe n Chinee , cost.
""rit!' now. The Frank B. Jenning s acrlptio ns tree. The Succeu ful Club. Box
his counte nance Co .. Dept.
!\!\Ii,
Oakland . Californ ia.
T, 222. Dayton. Ohio.
belies him, and
)IA
RRIAGE
l'APER --20th :r~ar.
WONDE RFUL SELLE R !Hu•
there are f e w NEW
l0c.
with dear.rlpt lons. photo•. namesBIii'
profit $1.40 monogr nming autos. Cost
and aclExperlmore excitin g and ('nce
unneces snry. Free samplea . Worces ter '1rPASP•. 2!1 cPnt•. No nthPr fee. Sent seal...S.
Box 2266, ll, Bo • ton, X a• I.
withal danger ous Monogr ams. R 134, Worces ter. Mass.
sports than kan- AOENT I--WRT
TE FOR FREE SAMPL F.8. !\1.4 RRT-F ree photogr Rphs. t'llrPl?tory 11nd
garoo
shootin g.
Sell Madison "Better -~iade" shlrh tor · t!eacrlnt tonft of wPalth:r memhe n.
-...hen married . New Plan Co., Dept. P~]
lnrge J\Ianufa cturer. direct to wearPr.
To the hunter oa.
No Kansas Ctty. Mo.
cRpltal. or exl)('rle nce reQulred . Jlfany earn
seeker for some
SlOO weekly ancl bonus. llfadlson Mtgn.,
new sensati on a
II03 Rroaclw ay, NPw York.
COlllE TO FLORI DA-Ma rry lonely maiden,
visit to the wilds
wealthy . League, Box 39. _Oxford. Fla.
of Austra lia in
NF,W CAMER A tRkea 11nd llnlAhPs photos
In
one
minute.
Make
monev •ell1ng cam- ll(A 1\RT-M A RRT A.OE DIR1'.:C 1'0llT with
search of kanrras. or tiJkin,: photoA. 'F.xclu~l ve tnrltory
phntoa •ncl <lParrlp tlons tree. Pav when
.
garoos can be reCrown Co .. Dept. 96T, Norwalk . Conn.
mftrrlPcl. Thft FJxchanll!'e. Dept. 1145. Kans111
comme nded.
I t
City. Mo.
require s a fleet ABSOL UTELY no competi
tion selling
horse to run an
Style milliner y. EYery woman huyA. VRIYon )fA.llR T-WrltP for bier new cllreetn,• v with
J2a to $150 n week. WrltP for !'!pP<'lnl
phntos •nt! de•cr1T1ttnns. 'E'reP. N•tlona l
"old man" down mRkP
Otrer nnd Rxrl11sh -e TPr•itor y. Val-!'!ty l~ HRt Al!Pn<'v. Dept. A. 4tl06,
Sta. 111.. Kan • a1
if he gets a fair Co .. A81. Val-Sty le Ru1ldln g. Cincinn
f'tt:r. Mo.
ati.
0.
chance to show
tail.
ATTRAC TT'Vl!: YOUNG T,ADY worth J'>~.00().
HELP WANT ED
His forepa ws,
lonl'lY. wlll marry. (R. C.) B-1022. WichTIVES needed eYerywh ere. Big pay, ita. Kansas.
weak as they DETEC
experie, nce unneces sary, easily learned. iT
seem, can lift a to 4/l. write F:orl Wilcox. 1401 Lafayet te
Ave, Cl"'"' A IIIW'P:11:
dog high in the SE. Grand' Rapids. Mich.
'l'lt:l!:A RT. Jllxchftltt.'!' lettl'r •.
WrltP m~ <>ncloslnll' atnmp. Violet
Ray,
air and crush him
n .. nnlRon. Ohio.
to death; while DET&C TI\'E8 NEEDE D EVERY
WHERE . MA'R.ll V-T,nne ly
'Ff~•rt~. foln nu~ rlnh. we
when lying down,
Work home or travel. experien ce unneeu hftTP " romf'l~ntnn fo-r yon. mRnY wnrtll
ury.
Write George R. Wagner , former
his favorit e fight- Govt.
from 111.000 to 111().oon. ne1<'rlo tlon1. photo
Detectiv e. 1968 Broadw ay, N. Y.
••
ing attitud e, he
lntroduc tl,.n1 frPe. flpn,! !'n mon•Y· Stand•
ard Gor. Club, Gr11:nla1te. Ill.
can kick with his 8TT,\'1': RJ]tG Jlllrrors . French
plate. Ea.slly
powerf ul
hind
learned : Immens e profits. Plana free. Wear SWEET
HEART S t()r ever:,bn dy, Stamped
legs in a manne r Mirror Works. Excel1i or SprlDlf
•, Mo.
envelol' e• for prooo• 11 1.
The Lily Club.
that
rap i d I y
!'Hatton H. Cl~vel11nl1. Ohio.
clears a c i r c l e
PERSO NAL
around him; and
COM'F. TO FLORI DA-Ma rry lonph• mnlden,
YOU LONESO J\lET Write Betty Lee,
wealthy . League, Rox 39. Oxford, Fla.
woe betide the ARE
Inc ... llox 820 City Hall Station, New York
---D1un or dog that City. Stamp e.ppPecie.ted.
MISCELLANEOUS
comes w i t h i n
WOULD YOU like to know whllt dn~· of the
ED8 seeking marriag e. It
reach of these HUNUR
we€'k vou werP horn? SPnd age. hlrthda y
enclose stamp. Mrs. F. • ,vmard ,sincere
2928 nnd a dime (coin) nnd I will tell
huge claws, which Broadw ay, Chicago , Illinois.
you. L. ID.
Hayes. Box 137. Newber ry, S. C.
can make a fleshwou nd
deep LONEL Y HEA.B TS-1 have a sweethe art for
SONG WRITE RS
you. "Exchan ge letters: make new friend•
enough to maim
TODAY for free c.opy Writer• • DI•
t. conlldentl11J and dignifie d senlce. SEND
the one or kill the .l!!fflclen
arest:
tells
how to write and aell • hort
Member s everywh ere.
photopl ays, poems. aongs.
other. Of course, Jnckson vllle. Florida. Ev11 Moore. Box 908, stories.
Dlitest, G-22, l!l. 12th llt.. Cincinn ati. Writer'•
we here speak of
t h e great kangaroo, the boomBOYS & E
FIRST
er, or the o I d
GIRLS
arn $2. 00 INBEYOUR
TOWN
takinc orders for Zanol Pure
man, of the col- Food
,vRITE No,v for 50 Sets Christm as Seals.
Products , Toilet Pr~paS!'ll for IOc n set. \Yhen sold send us $a.oo
onists. As a mat- rations, Soaps, Laundry and
und keep $2.00. Trust You till Xma•. J3.
Cleanin11 Specialti es and Ho11S&ter of fact, there
N•ubeck er. 961 E. 23d St. Dept. B. Brookhold Suppliee. Nationall y Mivel'are some thirty
lyn, N. Y.
ti.Nd from oout to oout. Not
1101d in •tlONII. Fut repeaterw.
differe nt kinds of Bia
inoom• every dq. Exclu..
ailY-e ..le. Nooapitol needed
=garo os inhabiBic moDQ" for spare time.
ting various parts
Ford
auto abeolute l:,
of Austra lia, and
Free to wod,:.,._ Write
lorputicu lan.
one species peculAmerica n 'Produc ts Co.
br to N e w
tS31 Amerka n Bld,r .•
Guinea.
Clnclnn atl. Ohle.

fli $6 a Day

ELECTRIC MACH IN E FOR
SE ARCHING
WORKERS.

Get Rid
of Your
Free Trial Treatment

FAT

·FREE!
Send us y o u r
name and addreas
and we'll tell you
how to get this
brncelPt watch
Ab-•01111-~.r~
Watch has 14kt.
"'hite gold filled
case. 25 year guarR n tee. Excellent
time-keeper. Send
name today f or
f ree watch p lan.

Sent on request. Ask for my
I
"pay - when - reduced" ofter.
hare SUt:"'l'eSSi'ulJ.,- reduced

send

you

t/Joa-

sands o! persons, often at the
rate ot a l)Ound a day. Let me
proof at my expense.

DR. R. NE\VMAN, Llcen Med Physician
State of New York, 286 Fifth Avenue
New York, Desk A-95

RELIABLE SALE S CORP.
New Y ork
Dept 184,
Broadwa7,

YOUR

Old Money Wanted
Will pay Fl!ty Dollars tor nickel of 1913
with Liberty head, (no Dull'alo) . We pay
cash orPminms for all rare coins. Send 4c
for Large Coin Polcler. l\Iay mean much
profit to you.
NUMISMATIC CO., Dept. 438
Ft. \Vorth, Texas.

/:?lit $2.00 Given .ru>sf~~:,

I

Simply sell 60 Seta of Our Famous Chrlstma•
Seals for 10c a set. When sold send us $S.OO
and keen $2.00. Trust You till Xmas. A m erl~an Christm as Seal Co., D ept. 131, Brookt,....,
JS. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Uaeful, Instructive, and Amuslnir. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost

UM Youg Wild West Washing Out Gold; or, Arletta'&

Every Subject.
No.

1.

NAPOLEON'S

OBA.OULUM

11M "
11116 "
AND

DBEA.M

ROOH.-Containing the great oracle of human destiny;
nlso the true meaning of almost any kind of dreams,
t ogether with charmi,. ceremonies and curious games of
,-urds.
No. 2. HOW TO DO T'RIOKS.-Tlle great book ot
magic and card tricks, containing full Instructions on
nll leading card tricks of the day, also the most popular
magical Uluslons 8.11 performed by our leading mag1•
clans; every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT. - The arts and wlles of
ll.lrtatlon are fully explained · by this llttle book. Be•
sides the various methods of handkerchief, fan. glove,
paruol, wlndo~ and bat flirtation, It contains a full list
of the language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DA.NOE ls the title of this little book.
rt contains full instructions ln the art of dancing, ett,,u.,ttP In the ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and
•1111 directions for calllng o!I' In all popular 11quare
•lan<'eB.
No. 11. HOW TO MAKE L6VE-A complete guide to
love, court~hlp and marriage, giving sensible adYlce,
rules and etiquette to be observed. with many curioua
nnd lnterestln,,; thing~ not ~enerally known.
No. 8. HOW TO BEOOME AN ATHLETE.-G!Ylng
full lnstruct!ons for tlie use of dumhells, TndJan club,
parallel bars, horizontal berR and vnrlous other methoil•
o! developing II good, healthy mueclt>; containing over
n.lxtY lllu•tra tlons .
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDA.-Rnnd•omel:v lllnR•
t t'tlted end containing full Instructions fo-r the management n.nd training of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink,
1,1,ekblrd, 11nroq11Pt. perrot, etc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.By Harry Kennedy. Every Intelligent boy rerrd.lng this
hook of lnstructlonR can master the art, and creatt> an:v
nmount of fun for himself nnd frlende. Tt ls the grentPSt book ever published.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of Relf-defense made
easy. Contsinln,,; over thirty IJ1ustrnt1ons of guards,
hlows and the nllrerent positions of a good boxer. Every
hoy sboutd obtain one of these uReful and Instructive
hooks as It will teach you to box without an Instructor.
•
No 11 HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTE'RS.-A most
complet~ little book, containing full directions for writ•
ing love-letters, and when to use them, giving specimen
lettei:s for :vouug and old.
No. tz. HOW · TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.
- Giving complete Instructions for writing letters to
ladles on all ,iubjects; also letters of Introduction, notes
:1nn requen.ts.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
- It Is a great life secret. and one that every young
man d eslrP• to know about. There' s happiness In It.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE O~DY.-A complete hand•
hook" for making al1 kinds of candy, Ice-cream, syrups,
essences, etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAU'rlFUL.-One of
th ebrlghtest and m·o st valuable little books ever given
to the world. Everybody wishes to know h~w to berome beautiful, hotb. male -.and female . The secret ls
•lmnlE' nnil nlmMt costless.
No, 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
PABTY.-A most complete compendium of games. sports,
card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for the money than any book published.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Thls little
hook gives the explanntlou to all kind s of dreams, to•
gether with lucky and unlucky .days.
.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE•
,mN.- Contslnln11: full directions for writing to gentlemen on n.11 subjects.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Contatni n~ f11ll illrf'ctlons for all kinds of gymna11tlc sports and
afl1Pltlc exerclAes. Embrsdng thirty-five Illustrations.
Ry Professor W. J,~cdonald.
l'or Hie bJ' all -wadealer•,

LATEST I SSUES

« w1U be

llflllt to aa,

addrea• on receipt of prtee, 1oc. per eop;r,
lo mone, or atamp•, bJ'

166 West 23d Street
New York City
ll .'d:RY E. \VOLFF. Publis hn. Inc.
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1177 "
1178 "
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1181 "
1182 "
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1184 "

1185 "
1186 "

Lucky Discovery.
Mexican Mlxup: or. 1.'!le Sliver Mine Dispute.
af~J~! Widow's Claim: or, Arietta's Brave Deand the Range BoBS; or. Crooked Work at Ula
Sleepy J.
Caught by Savages; or, Anetta's Darlng
Rescue.
and the Mexican Deadshot; or. The Shooting
Match On th,i Border.
atG~rd Luck: or. Arletta and the Stream of

Di~~g~~f a Ranch: or, · Besieged by Cattle
and the Miner's Trap; or. Arletta's Great 8hot.
at Ace High Fair: or, The Liveliest Time ou
Record.
Risky Ride: or, A'rlettn. ana the Gulch Ganir.
Buckskin Band: or, The Sheriff's Big Mistake
Double Trh1mph: or. Arletta Savini? the Flag:
and "Cowboy Jack": or. Spoiling a Ra:nch Raid.
Only Chance: or. Arletta's Quick Throw.
Desperate Charge; or, The S'hot That Beat the
Redskins.
·
at Gild Dust Flat: or, Arletta and the Secret
Band.
·
in Danger: or, Helping the Trapped Cavalrymen.
end the , Dutchman's Claim; or, ~rletta Defenclinf.?' Hl'r Life.
Taming the Cowpunchers; or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull Tall Ranch.
.
After thP "Vultures": or, Arletta and the
Bn.nd of ·TPn.
C11lllng t.he Two Gun Man: or, Savinar a Sher•
U!'s Life.
encl the Roy Ranchero: or, Helping II Tenderfoot to Succe•s.
ll.Wui~',?.lnger Jake": or The Bosa of Gimlet
and the ~h.octnw Ch~f; or. Arletta Defying
the Redskins.
Defying nn Ambush; or, Arletta Lending the
Cavalry.
Saved B:v a Signal: or, Arletta and the VanishIng Light.
·
1j.~~~leR~~::.1e: or. The Celebration -at BuckCapturing a Chief; or, Arietta As a Cavalry
Scout.
and" the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders ot the
Gorge.
T:lfri~ed !n a Canyon: or, Arletta's Swlng For
At A R ed skin Pow-Wow: or, Doomed To Die
At Th e fltake.
a;u~k~~e Doomed Mine; or, Arletta'& Life at

1187 " Racing For a Ranch: or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
1188 " Marked By Mexicans: or, Arletta and the Senor.
1189 " and the "Silver Kid," or, The Dandy of th'°...,...
Gulch .
1190 " and the Yellow Bull; or, Arlette's Daring l!le~
cape.
1191 " Surrounded By Death: or, The Seven Sticks of
Dynamite.
llll2 :: Staking a Claim; or. Arletta On Guard.
1193
Greaser Chase; or, The Outlaws of the Border.
1194 " Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wild
Horses.
•
1195 " Booming a Camp; or, The ·Shot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
1196 " and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or Arietta
as an Auctioneer.
1197 " Ousting the Outlaws; or. The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
1198 " and the Treijsure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah's
Magic ' Trick.
1199 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
By Rustlers.
1200 " Trappln11: the Redskins; or, Tbe Last Raid of
Craz:v Horse.
. .
1201 " and the Cave Gang; or, Arlette's Desperat«
Shot.
,

For sale by all newsdealers. or wlll be 11ent to any ae1:.
dress on receipt of price, Sc. per cop:,, In money
or postaire stamps by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,
166 Wes t '.?3d Street

Inc.

New Yorlc Clt7.

